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Welcome to Issue 5 of energysafe. As usual we
have strived to produce an information packed
edition for you, and hopefully there is plenty of
reading which you will find interesting and useful.
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In the magazine, we aim to provide as much
technical information as we possibly can for
everyone involved in electricity and gas safety
– and it is the technical content which we are
hoping to enhance progressively. For instance
over the next few issues we propose to delve
deeply into the new Wiring Rules now being
developed for introduction probably next year.
We have a progress report on the new Rules
in this issue.
Here is a brief snapshot of some of the
other reading we have for you in this issue.
In August, ESV celebrated its first birthday.
It has been a busy year – apart from carrying
out all roles and responsibilities relating to energy
safety, there was a great deal of work involved in
successfully integrating the people and functions
of the former OCEI and OGS into the new energy
safety regulator.
Major tasks included introducing the new
corporate structure – which you would
have been reading about in previous issues
– implementing a single Award and Enterprise
Agreement for the organisation, developing
the appropriate corporate branding, setting
up new financial processes and rationalising
the main accommodation requirements
to two sites, Southbank and Nunawading.
Completing these assignments without
compromising energy safety activities
is some achievement. But there is no time
for complacency or resting on our laurels.
A major task for us during the past year has
been the development of the organisation’s five
year corporate plan 2007–2011, the blueprint
for determining the way ahead for energy
safety and ESV.
The plan focuses on key concerns and
challenges which ESV needs to address as
part of its long term strategy to deliver an energy
safer Victoria. It establishes seven key strategies
which will help us to get there and they include
preventing serious incidents and fatalities,
and ensuring that the energy safety legislation
and regulations are current and effective.
You can read about the challenges we face
and the strategies that have been adopted
in this issue.
We believe this edition contains some happier
reading compared to the last couple of issues.
Fingers crossed and not wanting to tempt fate
in any way, it does appear fortunately that the
last few months have been much better as far
as energy safety is concerned – particularly
compared to the first part of 2006 with what
appeared to be an unprecedented number

of electrocutions and other energy related
fatalities occurring across Victoria.
One of the major lessons, however, to be learnt
from all the incidents reported in 2006 is that
no one – whether it be ESV or anyone employed
in the energy industry in whatever capacity –
can afford to be complacent when it comes to
safety. For example, three deaths resulting from
contact between trucks and powerlines on rural
properties is very disturbing to say the least.
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Therefore ESV has been doing a lot more
to press home the “Look Up And Live” message
in recent weeks, and is developing additional
awareness initiatives aimed specifically at truck
drivers, farmers and farm workers. You can
find out about what is happening on pages
three and four.

The home renovation phenomena
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ESV is also working hard ensuring that our
stakeholders can do more and more of their
business with us electronically or on line.
For instance, in September RECs and LEIWs
can receive notification of their registration
and licence renewal on-line – and then use
the same facility to conduct the renewal process.
There is a whole lot more happening in this area,
and we have the information for you.
RECs have for some time experienced difficulties
in knowing who to contact in the distribution
businesses when needing advice or information.
The businesses themselves recognise the
problem and asked energysafe to assist by
publishing the appropriate contact details. It is
a service we are pleased to provide in this issue.
There is a great deal more to read. For instance,
why not catch up with “The Travellers”, a series
of giant iconic figures sitting atop Melbourne’s
Sandridge Bridge which recognise the
contribution made to Australia’s development
by the peoples who migrated here over two
centuries.
Yes, it has been a brief snapshot. There should
be plenty of good reading for you. And please
let us know what you think of the magazine and
what you would particularly like to see included
in its pages. Until next time.
David Guthrie-Jones
dguthriejones@esv.vic.gov.au

FRONT COVER: Overhead powerlines are so much a part of our everyday landscape we often forget they
are there. That’s why Energy Safe Victoria continues its campaign to remind everyone, whether at work
or play, to always Look Up and Live. The image has been digitally fabricated to illustrate an all too often
occurring real life scenario. It bears no reflection on the truck or its manufacturer but rather is an accurate
depiction of what can happen when an operator ‘gets it wrong’ and does not ‘Look Up and Live’.
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DON’T FORGET TO UPDATE
YOUR DETAILS
Yet again we wish to remind all RECs, LEIWs
and LEIs that they must let ESV know of any
change of address and other relevant details.
Similarly gasfitters must notify the Plumbing
Industry Commission (PIC) of changes.
It continues to amaze us the “not known at this
address” returns we receive after mail outs using
what we believe is the very latest information on
our databases.
Please use the address sheet insert delivered with
the magazine to update your details and notify of
any changes of address.
You can use the sheet to change your mailing
address – or to order more copies of the
magazine.
All readers – including gasfitters – are asked
to return forms with updated information to ESV.
Any change in gasfitter details will then be passed
to the PIC.

TO ADVERTISE IN
energysafe
For advertising information and bookings
contact Barry Telfer of Barry Telfer Media
Services on (03) 9563 6602 or by email at
btms@patash.com.au. Bookings are now
being taken for the next and subsequent
issues of energysafe.
Our attractive advertising rates are as follows:
Full page 		

$5000

Half page		

$2500

One third page

$1700

Qtr page			

$1500

STRESSING THE “LOOK
UP AND LIVE” MESSAGE
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ESV has been busy in recent months ensuring
that the importance of “Look Up And Live” is
being effectively communicated – particularly
to farmers and drivers of tip trucks.
With three electrocutions recorded so far
(and hopefully no more) in 2006 resulting from
tip trucks hitting overhead powerlines on rural
properties in Victoria, ESV is working with other
organisations to help make sure the message
is getting through to people at risk.
While “Look Up And Live” is a traditional
electricity safety message promoted over many
years by ESV and its predecessors – the OCEI
and SEC – the campaign has gathered a fresh
intensity because of the deaths, with other
organisations involved in farm safety embracing
key components of it.

–

The scene at a property at Bena in South Gippsland on 9 January 2006 where a 30-year-old tip truck driver and family man was
electrocuted when the tipper of the trailer touched overhead lines while delivering lime to the farm.

–

The scene at Woorak West near Nhill on 19 April 2006 where a 45-year-old husband and father was electrocuted when the
tip truck he was operating touched overhead powerlines on a farming property. Investigations revealed that most of the load of
fertiliser had been emptied but the victim raised the tipper a bit higher to empty the rest and that’s when the accident happened.

–

The scene at a farm at Mudgeegonga, near Myrtleford, on 28 April where the 52-year-old owner of the property was electrocuted
when the truck he was touching came into contact with overhead powerlines. It appears the truck was delivering lime to the farm,
and the victim was helping to direct the driver.

ESV activities have included:
–	An intensive radio and newspaper advertising
campaign across regional Victoria;
–	Distribution of some 20 000 “Look Up And
Live” stickers (as supplied in the last issue
of energysafe) to members of the Transport
Workers Union through its newspaper;
–	Development of a new “Look Up And Live”
brochure specifically focussed at tip truck
drivers, rural property owners and their
workers (see article on page 4);
–	Development of new hard-hitting posters.
One features pictures and details of the
three deaths recorded on farms in 2006
(these are reproduced on this page);
–	Provision of stickers, posters and brochures
to WorkSafe Victoria for distribution at farm
field days throughout Victoria;
–	Provision of stickers to the Australian
Workers Union for distribution to some
of its members;
–	Establishing relationships with other
organisations – such as FarmSafe
Victoria and the Victorian Limestone
Producers Association – to initiate
joint communication campaigns.
ESV took up a display stand at the Victorian
Farmers Federation Annual Conference in
Melbourne in early July – another opportunity
to distribute stickers and brochures.
Future action includes:
–	Producing a brand new “Look Up
And Live” commercial for airing across
Victorian regional television later this year
and beyond. The script is being finalised
and arrangements are being put in place
to actually film the production. The
commercial focuses on the dangers
of ignoring the “Look Up And Live”
message when delivering bulk material
to farms – but concentrates in particular
on the consequences for loved ones
if and when tragedy strikes.
–	As two of the electrocutions involved the
delivery of lime to farms, ESV will be working
with the Victorian Limestone Producers

ABOVE: New ESV posters warning
of the dangers when truck drivers
and farmers don’t Look Up And Live.

Association – once the lime season resumes in
late summer/early autumn 2007. It is proposed
that as drivers leave lime pits with their loads
they will be issued with “Look Up And Live”
brochures and stickers.
The task does not end there and ESV will
be seeking other opportunities to make sure
drivers and others take every precaution to
avoid danger when making deliveries to farms.
Director of Energy Safety, Ken Gardner,
told energysafe: “How many deaths do
there have to be before people take notice
of the dangers involved? We simply should
not have avoidable incidents such as those
recorded so far this year.
“These are all very tragic deaths and it is of
great concern to us that despite repeated
warnings about the importance of ‘Look Up
And Live’, it appears that the message has
simply not been getting through to the people
who matter.
“People must realise that trucks are getting
bigger but powerlines are staying at the same
height. Drivers and farmers must also remember
that the height of lines can change depending
on weather conditions.
“While they might be at one height earlier
in the day they will sag and get lower in hot
weather later in the day, which results in
reduced clearances.

“If there is a powerline above or in the vicinity
of where the vehicle is to be unloaded, the tip
tray should simply not be raised. Offloading
should be relocated to a safer area.
“It should also be remembered that trucks
and machinery do not have to actually touch
the powerlines for electrocution and injury
to occur to drivers and operators. In some
circumstances, electricity can jump gaps
and even being too close to powerlines
is extremely hazardous.”
Ken said ESV is constantly examining what
must be done to stop what is a needless
loss of life.
“Broadcasting television commercials, issuing
warnings to the media, producing brochures
and posters, and other public and industry
awareness activities are obviously useful in
telling the community what they must not do.
Unfortunately the messages are not getting
through to everyone.
“As the energy safety regulator we have to
assume leadership on the issue and we will
not shy away from our responsibilities. We are
reviewing what other forms of awareness and
advertising that can be embraced, and propose
to seek the support of other safety organisations
in determining how we can get through to and
influence those who are prepared to take risks
– and by all accounts have little concern for
their own safety.”

MORE ADVICE ON HOW TO AVOID POWERLINES - PAGE 31

BE ALERT, BE AWARE –
OVERHEAD POWERLINES ARE ALWAYS THERE
4
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and Within 8m or
below Each Side
See Special
Provisions

ABOVE AND BELOW: Illustrations from ESV’s new Look Up And Live brochure.

ESV’s new “Look Up And Live” brochure is
directed at truck drivers – and rural property
owners, their families and workers.
The stark message is:
“Electrocutions caused by trucks hitting
powerlines on rural properties in Victoria
are on the increase. Everyone involved in the
delivery of fertiliser, lime and other bulk material
to farms is at risk.
“Basic advice: Do not store bulk deliveries
close to powerlines. Do not raise the tipper
tray of trucks when underneath powerlines.
“YOUR LIVES ARE AT STAKE – LOCATE TO
ANOTHER AREA.
WHAT’S OUT OF SIGHT

distances from powerlines, indicate the areas
where spotters are required and identifies the
area where special provisions must apply
to ensure safe working.
Details of the special provisions can
be obtained from ESV, WorkSafe Victoria
and electricity distribution companies.
The ESV brochure provides the following
safety advice to truck drivers, machinery
operators, property owners and other
workers.
– Identify all areas where powerlines
cross properties;

–	Obtain a copy of the “No Go Zone” rules
NEVER BE …OUT OF MIND and regulations and study them closely;
“Don’t take powerlines forSHOULD
granted
–
–	Identify all electrical hazards before starting
the consequences can be fatal.
work. If in any doubt contact the local
“Trucks are getting bigger but powerlines
electricity distribution company;
have remained at the same height.”
–	Monitor weather conditions. Powerlines
As the brochure states, Victoria has a
can sag in extreme
heat and sway in
Energy Safe Victoria
FOLLOWING
comprehensive set of “NoREMEMBER
Go Zone”THE
rules
Email info@esv.vic.gov.au
strong winds;
SAFETY TIPS
Web www.esv.vic.gov.au
and regulations to prevent incidents such as
Energy Safe Victoria provides the following safety advice
to truck drivers,
operators,
property owners
–	Powerlines can be difficult to see at dawn
trucks and machinery coming
intomachinery
contact
with
and other workers.
and dusk;
powerlines.
– Identify all areas where powerlines cross properties;
Published by Energy Safe Victoria

– Remember that electricity can jump gaps;
As illustrated in the artwork extracted from the
brochure, the rules and regulations
– Identify all electricalspecify
hazards beforesafe
starting work.
– Obtain a copy of the “No Go Zone” rules and
regulations and study them closely;

If in any doubt contact the local electricity distribution
company;

LOOK UP
AND LIVE

– Monitor weather conditions. Powerlines can sag
in extreme heat and sway in strong winds;

– Remember that electricity can jump gaps;

– Ensure an ESV registered spotter is on hand
when working anywhere near overhead powerlines;

– Never raise the tray of tipper trucks when underneath
powerlines;
– Relocate bulk delivery storage sites to a safe area
away from powerlines;

– Display “LOOK UP AND LIVE” stickers on any
machinery or equipment which is raised overhead.

Farmers, truck drivers and machine operators
can access further information from the Energy
Safe Victoria website at www.esv.vic.gov.au



DANGER

– Powerlines can be difﬁcult to see at dawn and dusk;

–	Ensure an ESV registered spotter is
on hand when working anywhere near
overhead powerlines;
– Never raise the tray of tipper trucks
when underneath powerlines;
–	Relocate bulk delivery storage sites
to a safe area away from powerlines;
–	Display “LOOK UP AND LIVE” stickers
on any machinery or equipment which
is raised overhead.
Farmers, truck drivers and machine operators
can access further information from ESV
at 1800 800 158 or from the website at
www.esv.vic.gov.au/industry/ngzone.html

ELECTRICAL SAFETY

LOOK UP
AND LIVE

BE ALERT, BE AWARE – OVERHEAD
POWERLINES ARE ALWAYS THERE

Surge
Protection

- Surge powerboards
- 1 & 3 phase DIN Surge Diverters
- Single Phase DIN Surge Filters
- 1 & 3 Phase Surge Filters 32-630A
- Rack Mount surge filters
- Telecommunications & Signal Protection

Today, we all rely more heavily than ever on
sensitive electrical equipment. Modern day
electronic equipment is getting faster, smaller,
more efficient and very complex. These
improvements have been made in all
microprocessor-based equipment over the
years, and this progress will continue. The
tradeoff in faster speed is that equipment is
becoming increasingly more susceptible to
surges.
That's why surge protection is so critical. And
why Eaton builds so much quality into our full
line of Powerware surge protection products.
Eaton has a world beating reputation for Power
Quality and a full range of surge protection
solutions, covering every eventuality.
Whether the application involves residential
homes, telecommunication facilities, hospitals,

schools or heavy industrial plants, the
utilisation of surge protection devices provides
protection against the damaging effects of
lightning, utility switching, switching electric
motors, and more.
At Eaton, we pride ourselves on providing the
best value for the money. With a full range of
innovative, reliable products, we have the right
surge protection solution for any application. A
range designed in Australia for Australian
conditions, each product is independently
tested and backed by the largest engineering
and technical support in the industry.

For further Information:

1300 3 EATON

www.powerware.com.au
www.eatonelectric.com.au

ON-LINE REGISTRATION/LICENCE
RENEWAL OPTION
6
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ESV’s new service providing licence
and registration holders with the option
to receive renewal notices via email and
then undertake the renewal process by
paying fees on-line by credit card comes
on line during September 2006.
The option will be just one of a range
of services which ESV will be introducing
progressively enabling stakeholders
to conduct their business electronically.
With so much business conducted on-line these
days, ESV is exploring all options to ensure
that as much interaction with stakeholders
as possible can be conducted electronically.
For instance, ESV is proposing that certificates
of electrical safety will also be available
electronically for registered electrical contractors
and licence holders to lodge and download.
In addition, ESV’s agents who sell
certificates will be able to distribute them to
their customers via the internet. Agents will
also be able to order new stocks of certificates
electronically from ESV.
ESV also proposes early in 2007 to introduce
new arrangements for manufacturers
and importers of electrical appliances
and equipment to apply for approval
certificates on-line.
Already the ESV electrical Home Safety
Inspection scheme is very much of an on-line
program, with home owners and occupiers
able to access information from the ESV website,
contact inspection companies to receive quotes
and then authorise the work to proceed if they
so wish.
Similarly, the inspection companies and
the inspectors themselves can purchase
the home safety inspection certificates on-line
and conduct all business with ESV relating
to the particular inspection electronically.
In another move, ESV is proposing that in
2007/08 options will be introduced for new
applications for most classes of licence –
other than ‘D’ licence applications –
to be conducted electronically.
It must be pointed out that because some
RECs and licence holders do not wish to
conduct their business with ESV electronically,
traditional processes will therefore remain
in place for as long as there is a need.

With more and more licence holders going
“on-line”, ESV is confident its new initiatives
will be welcomed by stakeholders.
As mentioned a number of times over
recent months, the successful introduction
of the registration/licence renewal option
requires the assistance of licence and
registration holders to review and validate
their email addresses.
There is information about the required
process on the ESV website.
The process is quite easy. Current licence/
registration holders are asked to proceed to log
onto: http://www.esv.vic.gov.au/renewal/index/
and follow the prompts and provide the authority
for ESV to send renewal notices electronically.
While it is ESV’s intention to ensure that
all current licence holders can use the
electronic renewal option, the service
needs to be introduced progressively.
Initially, ESV will make the optional renewal
facility available to licensed electricians,
licensed electrical inspectors, registered
electrical contractors and other relevant
licence holders.
ESV is proposing to introduce electronic copies
of certificates of electrical safety also in 2007/08.
The major change to be experienced by RECs
and licence holders under the new arrangement
involves the numbering of certificates.
Currently hard copy certificates already have
numbers on them. Electronic copies will not
have numbers, but they will be allocated by
ESV to the certificates when they are lodged.
Again there will be full details available prior
to the introduction of this facility.

NEW WIRING RULES
– AN UPDATE
The Public Draft of AS/NZS 3000 was
circulated during the first half of 2006.
Comments from industry were accepted
up until 30 June 2006.
During this time, ESV made a number of industry
presentations on the draft, with the result that
more than 700 industry workers/stakeholders
were made aware of the document and provided
with the opportunity to comment.
ESV Executive Manager Electrical Installation
and Equipment Safety, Darren Margerison, said
that Committee EL 001 recently met in Sydney
and started working through the many comments
that were submitted to Standards Australia.
There were in excess of 2,200 comments
and it was really encouraging that many
who responded supported the proposal of
the two part structure, Darren told energysafe.
“The comments were worked through by
smaller working groups that could take the time
to understand the nature of the comment and
the effect that the change would have if it was
introduced.
“People need to realise that while some require
a change in one or any of the clauses, if they
are to be introduced it might affect people who
supported the original clause and therefore are
unhappy with the change.”
He said it had now been accepted that the
Part 1 section of the Wiring Rules will be in
the Section 1 area of the new version, with
the deemed to comply solutions following
in Section 2 onwards.
“With this style it was decided that the scope,
application and definitions would all be in Part 1
of the document and the outline of how the
document is intended will be explained in
these areas,” he said.

ESV is also in the process of replacing the
current IVR system to accommodate additional
certificate number changes. The requirement
under the changes will be to press the hash
or # key on the IVR system once the certificate
number has been inputted.

The committee has since set tasks for all
attendees to ensure that the changes are
addressed correctly, as this process is very
important to allow the next edition of the Wiring
Rules to be in a style and a format acceptable
to all industry stakeholders.

The change is likely to occur soon. Stakeholders
with email addresses on the ESV database
will be notified electronically when the change
occurs. Others will receive notification when
purchasing new stocks of certificates.

The sub-committee EL 001 9, which is the
drafting sub-committee will meet in September
and November 2006 to complete the process
with the final draft ready for publishing being
presented early in 2007.

Stakeholders are urged to check the ESV
website for updates on the introduction of
electronic initiatives. It is also proposed to
report progress in the next issue of energysafe.

“The way things are going, the publication
will not be available until later in 2007, so it is
important for all stakeholders to understand
the process and be assured that the work is
progressing well,” said Darren.

ESV CONTINUES HUNT FOR DANGEROUS
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
ESV continues to audit markets and other
retail outlets in a bid to stop dangerous
electrical equipment being sold in Victoria.

What was wrong with them? Many of the
products did not have insulated mains pins,
some pins had holes in them and the earth
pin was not longer than the live pins.
A battery charger was only rated at 220 volts
and would have got dangerously hot operating
at 240 volts.
One non-compliant travel adaptor had an
earth socket but did not have a corresponding
earth pin.
Another travel adaptor did not have the required
design to prevent the insertion of one pin of
the plug while the other pin(s) are overhanging
the socket-outlet, or prevent the insertion of an
earthing pin in a live contact, which could result
in the user receiving an electric shock.
ESV has written to the offending stallholders,
requesting information on their suppliers,
so they can be contacted to prevent them
selling the non-compliant and unsafe
electrical equipment through other sources.
RIGHT: Examples of the unapproved and possibly dangerous
electrical products detected through ESV audits of retail
outlets – in this case a well known market.

winterspring

Recent examples detected by the ESV
Compliance team included unapproved
aquarium immersion heaters, portable
lights, travel adaptors and battery chargers.
They were being offered for sale at a well
known Melbourne market.
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DEFINITIONS
INSTALLING GAS-FIRED
COMMERCIAL CATERING EQUIPMENT OF DANGEROUS
8
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The installation of a commercial kitchen
involves various people such as designers,
builders, canopy suppliers and, of course,
the gas appliance installer. All must work
together for a satisfactory outcome.
When installers commission a gas appliance
and leave it operational, they are responsible
for ensuring that it is installed to the
manufacturer’s instructions, it is safe to use
and meets the requirements of the Gas Safety
(Gas Installation) Regulations. The installer
must always be aware of the following.
Appliance details
Ensure that the appliance has been certified.
If the appliance is new and does not carry a
certification badge, it could require individual
acceptance before use.
Beware of any new, second-hand or
refurbished appliance which does not
carry evidence of certification.
Clearances from combustible material
Ensure that adjacent walls are protected
to the requirements of AS 5601, or that
adequate clearances are maintained as
per the appliance manufacturer’s instructions.
Tiles or stainless steel on plasterboard are
not acceptable where a gas-fired commercial
appliance will be in contact or immediately
adjacent. Cement sheet is not an acceptable
fire resistant material, nor is fire-rated
plasterboard.
Clearances to grease filters
Ensure that the clearance from the
appliances to a grease filter meets the
requirements of AS 5601, which could
be at least 1350mm in some instances.
Connection of appliances
Health Inspectors frequently require
appliances to be connected by a flexible
hose to allow for cleaning purposes.
Before complying, ensure that the
appliance is suitable for such connection.

Flexible hoses must hang in a U-shaped
loop to minimise strain. A chain, wire or similar
must be fitted to limit the amount of travel.
The hose must be fit for purpose and be
appropriately sized for the gas load. A means
of isolating the appliance is to be provided
at the inlet of the hose.
Affect of sprinkler systems
If a sprinkler system that could extinguish
the burner flame is installed in the kitchen or
canopy then a gas safety shut-off system is
to be installed, or the burners must have flame
safeguard devices.
If a safety shut-off system is fitted, it must
be of the pressure-proving type. An adjacent
sign should indicate how to reset the system.
Ventilation
Fan-assisted canopies are designed to remove
cooking vapours and combustion products
from the area. Ensure that adequate make-up
ventilation openings are provided. Ambient
temperature rise or the inability to open or
close a door properly is an indication of
inadequate ventilation.
Commissioning
Before following the manufacturer’s
commissioning procedure, ensure that
the installation is tested for soundness
and check that all appliances and their
installation comply.
Remember that even though you may
not be responsible for the whole installation,
you as the person supplying gas is responsible
to ensure that it is safe to do so.
For further details on the installation
of gas-fired commercial catering
equipment, refer to the technical
information sheets available on our
web site or ring the gas safety technical
information line on 1800 652 563.

GAS INSTALLATIONS
What should be done?
You are confronted by a gas installation which
to say the least is risky.
There are two alternatives – disconnect gas
supply with the owners permission or report the
matter to National Response Centre on 132771
for action should the owner refuse to provide the
required permission.
Firstly, all attempts must be made to arrange
to have gas disconnected before referring the
issue to the National Response Centre.
Definitions
What is immediately dangerous?
–	A gas escape that is above the
allowable limits on a domestic dwelling
–	A fitting line that is unsafe because
of wrong material. ie garden hose
–	An internal heater or hot water service
that is causing CO problems
What is at risk?
–	Instantaneous water heaters in bedroom,
toilet or bathroom
– Pipe that is rusted and in bad condition
–	A free standing cooker domestic with
no anti tilt device
What is not to standard?
– Pipe clipped to wooden fence
– Pipe that is rusted but not in bad condition
–	Existing external appliance too close
to opening

Handy safety hint.
Always consult and follow
the manufacturer’s operating
instructions for your gas appliances
– these notes are highly important
and should be adhered to.

GROWERS WARNED TO BEWARE RUPTURED GAS LINES
ESV has targeted citrus and grape growers
and their staff in the Mildura and Sunraysia
areas with a warning of the potential danger
of vehicles rupturing the liquefied petroleum
gas (LP Gas) lines feeding frost fans on
properties.
An ESV media release noted that an ESV gas
inspector recently spotted tyre marks very
close to an above ground LP Gas line on a
property – prompting concerns of the serious
consequences that could result from a farm
vehicle rupturing a line.
Director of Energy Safety, Ken Gardner,
said in the release that it was important for
everyone working on citrus and grape growing
properties with frost fans powered by LP Gas
to understand and appreciate that it is a volatile
fuel which can cause explosions and major fires

“The consequences for people involved when
a farm vehicle ruptures an LP Gas line do not
bear thinking about,” he said.
Ken said audits by ESV staff indicate
that while frost fans protecting citrus crops
were in most cases protected from impact
damage by tractors and other farm vehicles,
the same could not be said of frost fans on
grape growing properties.
The metal cover over the gas line installations
on some properties audited showed signs of
damage. In one instance, a cover had become
dislodged indicating a number of near misses
had possibly occurred.
The liquid line concerned was of a copper
tube with flared joints and was not adequately
protected from passing tractors and other
farm machinery.

“People working with LP Gas must appreciate
that one litre of the gas in its liquid form is
capable of producing 270 litres of vapour.
The release of such a large amount of vapour
under a running vehicle with its numerous
ignition sources could cause major fires
and/or explosions,” Ken said in the release.
He urged growers with above ground LP Gas
lines to engage a licensed person to replace any
flared copper pipe fittings with tube bushes and
threaded fittings, and adequately protect the
pipework with bollard or barriers.
“If it means that a small number of vines have to
be removed to allow the installation of protective
barriers, then it is small price to pay to ensure
the protection of people and property.”
Growers should contact ESV on 1800 800 158
for further information.

ESV’S NEW TELEVISION
COMMERCIALS
10
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ESV recently commissioned two new commercials which were
aired across metropolitan and regional television stations in June.
They are available for future screenings during forthcoming ESV
safety campaigns.
The commercials, produced by Backspin, focussed on cooking safety
and gas appliance safety. The latter also contained a warning to beware
of potential carbon monoxide poisoning.
The cooking safety commercial provided the following basic message:
Whether you cook with electricity or gas, the consequences could be
the same. Never get distracted and never leave your cooking unattended.
The risks are too great. Always take care when cooking. For more safety
tips click onto www.esv.vic.gov.au.
The script for the gas appliance safety commercial read as follows:
Are your gas appliances safe to use? If they are producing yellow
or orange flames you and your family could be at risk from dangerous
fumes such as carbon monoxide. If the flames are blue then your
appliances are working properly.
ESV recommends you get them serviced and checked by a licensed
gasfitter at least every two years.
Remember, if it’s serviced it’s safe.
The commercials can be viewed on the ESV website.
As reported elsewhere in this issue ESV has appointed Backspin to
produce a new “Look Up And Live” commercial directed primarily
at farmers and truck drivers, who deliver bulk material to farms. It is
envisaged the commercial will be aired mostly on regional television.
ESV is proposing to run major electricity and gas safety campaigns
during early Spring, during the run-up to Christmas – and again
in the run-up to Easter next year.

ABOVE: Pictures from one of the two new commercials produced for ESV – the need to take
care when cooking

CARBON MONOXIDE – HOW LUCKY CAN YOU BE?
THE GAS THAT CAN KILL
Broadcasting the television commercial warning of the danger
of carbon monoxide poisoning from poorly maintained and
ventilated gas appliances is just one stage of the ESV campaign
to alert the general community and the medical profession
to be aware of CO.
As reported in the last issue of the magazine, carbon monoxide
poisoning has been the predominant cause of fatality associated
with gas use in Victoria and Australia over the last 10 years or so.
Following a fatal incident in Mornington in 2003 involving an open
flued instantaneous gas water heater (IGWH) in the toilet of a Housing
Commission of Victoria (HCV) design house, ESV and its predecessor
– the Office of Gas Safety – has been conducting campaigns to remove
these heaters from toilets and bathrooms in these types of houses.
The installation of IGWHs in toilets and bathrooms is now prohibited.
In Victoria some 57,000 houses built by the Office of Housing (OoH)
and its predecessor the Housing Commission of Victoria have been
identified as a major potential source of houses containing prohibited
IGWH installations. Of these 23,000 were sold and are now in private
hands and 34,000 are still managed by OoH.

ESV’s in-house solicitor, Andrew Padanyi, is thanking his “lucky
stars” he took the organisation’s advice and arranged for a qualified
gasfitter to service a gas space heater at his house in the Melbourne
suburb of Seddon.
Andrew had lived in the property for three years, and fortunately –
as it turned out – had only used the appliance once. He thought
it a good idea to get the heater checked before renting out the house.
Obviously it had been quite some time since the heater was
last checked as the fan was totally encased in dust and fluff.
But it was something else found in the heater which was a major
cause of concern for Andrew – a number of playing cards, partially
burned and melted together. A major fire waiting to happen?
Andrew said it appeared the cards had been pushed through
the louvres at the front of the heater, probably by children at
a time when other people occupied the property.
“I had only used the heater once in the last three years, and it was
a good job that I did not turn it on more often. I think I have been
lucky and I do not need to be convinced of the need for regular
servicing of gas appliances,” said Andrew.

OoH has a program to remove all IGWHs from toilets, bathrooms
and laundries in their properties and plans to have them removed
by July 2008. This work is progressing.
According to latest statistics, It is estimated that only about 600 units have
been removed from the 23,000 privately owned HCV designed houses.
ESV now proposes to undertake appropriate programs to estimate
how many privately owned former Housing Commission properties
contain the open flued instantaneous gas hot water heaters.
It is hoped to be able to report progress on this work in future issues
of energysafe.

ABOVE: Andrew Padanyi and the bad cards he was dealt.
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PDL Provides a breath of fresh air...
PDL Exhaust fans provide simple and effective solutions for domestic ventilation
problems. The in-line, wall and ceiling fans are designed to create a healthy
living environment through the controlled replacement of surrounding air with the
least energy consumption.
Good ventilation for healthy living and a cleaner home...
PDL fans allow you to prevent the build up of air and condensation. Dampness,
smoking, animals, cooking smells, odours in damp bathroom air, or even just a
lack of ventilation produces an unpleasant environment and creates the risk of
respiratory illness and general poor health. Condensation can cause widespread
problems ranging from mould on carpets, curtains and furniture to peeling wall
paper and even severe structural damage such as wood rot and damp.
For energy efficiency solutions create power savings in your home...
Energy efficiency is becoming essential and more regulated in both commercial
buildings and housing. PDL fans provide a good solution to air ventilation while
consuming the least level of energy by using low power fans as well as provide
optional time delay functions to ensure the fan is not left on for hours wasting
energy.
Kitchens, bathrooms, toilets, ensuites, living room, bedrooms, laundries, garages
and workshops are where PDL exhaust fans can suit all your ventilation needs.
Specify PDL Thermosafe fans.

WARNING ON SECOND-HAND
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
12

ESV issued a media release in early August reminding the
community to be very careful when obtaining second hand
electrical goods of unknown history.

energysafe

Director of Energy Safety, Ken Gardner, said in the release that ideally
second hand electrical appliances should not be operated until they
have been thoroughly checked for safety by a registered electrical
contractor, licensed electrician or reputable appliance repairer.
The warning applies to whatever way people may acquire second
hand electrical goods – whether they buy them at garage sales
and “flea” markets, or pick them up for nothing from roadside hard
rubbish collections or through community exchange arrangements.
Similar safety principles should be applied to appliances used every
day. Check electrical equipment prior to use to ensure it is safe,
and make sure homes are fitted with safety switches.
Ken said in the release: “Whether using a welder or a hairdryer,
electrical appliances should not be operated when they show
signs of damage or deterioration.
“It is important that such equipment as electrical leads, tools
and equipment be visually inspected for damage before each use.
If there is any doubt, they should be checked for safety by a registered
electrical contractor, licensed electrician or reputable appliance repairer.

ELECTRICITY SAFETY ACT 1998

SECOND-HAND ELECTRICAL GOODS
Organisations and individuals supplying or offering to supply
second hand electrical equipment should be aware of the
important legal obligations imposed on them under electricity
safety legislation; as follows:
–	A person supplying or offering to supply second hand electrical
equipment must have a label attached to the equipment stating
that the equipment is second hand;
–	A business – including major charitable organisations – supplying
or offering to supply second hand electrical equipment must also attach
a label stating that the equipment is second hand and that the equipment
has been inspected and tested and that it complies with Australian/New
Zealand Standard(AS/NZS) 3760; OR
–	If it has not been tested, the business supplying or offering to supply
second hand electrical equipment must include a clear statement on
the label, stating the equipment is second hand, with additional words
as follows:
DANGER – DO NOT USE OR CONNECT TO SUPPLY – THIS ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT MAY BE FAULTY AND SHOULD BE INSPECTED AND TESTED
BY A COMPETENT PERSON IN ACCORDANCE WITH AS/NZS 3760.
This legislation is about protecting people from faulty and dangerous second
hand electrical equipment, and has an important role to play in helping
Victoria to maintain its excellent electrical safety record.

“If there is continuing doubt – don’t risk it. Discard the equipment
in question and make sure it cannot be recycled in any way for use
by someone else.

Energy Safe Victoria (ESV) advises people supplying, offering to supply
or receiving second hand electrical equipment to use the services of a
competent person, such as a licensed electrician or a qualified repairman,
for the inspection and testing process.

“The simple message is: ensure second-hand appliances are safe, have
been tested and are appropriately labeled. Never use damaged or modified
electrical equipment and never attempt to repair damaged equipment.

People buying second hand electrical equipment should heed the general
advice to have it checked for damage and have it tested before using it.

“We appeal to everyone to ensure that their premises are fitted with
a safety switch and to observe simple safety precautions to prevent
the possibility of serious injury or electrocution,” said Ken.
What the Act says – see information alongside.

ESV will continue its education program and will continue to audit and
monitor the activities of individuals and businesses to ensure compliance.
Individuals or businesses requiring further information about the legislation
covering the supply of second hand electrical equipment can contact ESV
on (03) 9203 9700, via email at info@esv.vic.gov.au or at www.esv.vic.gov.au.

The Power & Gas Services
Professionals
Bilfinger Berger Services (Australia) has a reputation for delivering high quality,
cost effective operations, maintenance and augmentation services to owners of
major infrastructure assets in areas including power, gas, communications and
water.
Part of our strategy is to ensure that our reputation and services keep ahead of
our clients’ needs well into the future.
Power Services
• Electrical Inspections
• Safety Investigations
• Safety and compliance audits for private,
business and distribution companies

Gas Division
• Maintenance of gas mains, services &
gas meter installations
• Asset construction and commissioning
of gas mains
• Gas leak detection

HEAD OFFICE: 740 Ballarat Road Ardeer 3022
POWER
GAS

Phone: 03 9294 8010

Fax: 03 9294 8333

Phone: 03 9361 7222

Fax: 03 9361 7332

FIVE YEAR OLD GIRL RECEIVES SERIOUS
ELECTRIC SHOCK FROM “LIVE” ROOF
A five year old Rosebud girl could easily
have been electrocuted in early July – the
consequence of standing on the roof of a shed
and touching an adjoining garage roof which
was live due to the deterioration of aged VIR
(Vulcanised India Rubber) insulated cabling
used in the electrical installation.
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Such cabling was phased out probably as long
ago as the 1950s but still exists in a number of
electrical installations around Victoria.
The incident is a clear example of why
householders should arrange an ESV electrical
Home Safety Inspection when the wiring in a
property is aged or suspect. It is also important
to include the power supply to garages and
sheds on properties when arranging an
inspection.
Little Jessica Stanley was playing with her
brother Mitchell on Sunday, 2 July, standing on
the roof of the metallic garden shed at her home
when she placed her hands on the metallic
flashing on the adjoining garage roof and
received a severe electric shock.
Jessica was bare footed and received an
180v shock. She stopped breathing and it
was the quick action of Mitchell, aged 13,
and their parents, Stuart and Angela Stanley,
which undoubtedly saved her life.
Mitchell told the Mornington Peninsula Leader
newspaper: “We were playing up on top of the
roof she touched a piece of metal and she froze.
“I pulled her and felt shocks in my hands.
“She wasn’t moving or breathing so I got her
down off the roof and mum and dad called the
ambulance.”

ABOVE: Mitchell Stanley and his little sister, Jessica, with the ambulance officers who came to her rescue –
Geoff Goodman and Bruce Harrop.

Jessica was taken to the Frankston Hospital
and monitored for 24 hours before being
allowed back home.

“The water pipe had been used as the earth
conductor between the house and the garage
and there wasn’t a switchboard in the garage.
With no short circuit path, the roof, metallic
conduits and bare earth cables have all been
energised,” said the report.

The incident report said the roof of the garage
was live to 180v and the shed at earth potential.
Some roofing screws from the garage roof were
in contact with the split metal conduits below.
The insulation of the VIR cables installed in the
conduits had broken down or been damaged.

ESV actions included instructing the occupier
of the neighbouring property that if the garage
was to be re-wired the work had to be carried
out by a licensed electrician, with the number
of the certificate of electrical safety issued to
be supplied when the work was completed.

Her parents discovered Jessica wasn’t
breathing and gave her CPR until the
ambulance arrived.

“The conduits had no effective earthing
connected to them. There was no earth
cable in the supply going to the garage and
the bare earth conductor connected to the
conduits goes nowhere. It appeared to be once
connected to the water pipes but they have
been replaced and it was never reattached.

ESV also instructed the owner that if the
garage was not to be re-wired, the existing
wiring would need to be disconnected
at the switchboard.
(energysafe acknowledges the assistance of the Mornington
Peninsula Leader in the preparation of this article.)

NEW SMART ELECTRICITY METERS ON SHOW
New smart electricity meters to cut power bills
and reduce greenhouse gas emissions would
be trialled and rolled out across Victoria, the
State Government announced in July.
Acting Premier at the time, John Thwaites, and
Minister for Energy Industries and Resources,
Theo Theophanous, said Victorian households
and small businesses would receive the new
meters from 2008.
“Victoria will be the first state in Australia

to install smart meters to give people more
information and control over their energy use,”
Mr Thwaites said.
“These digital meters will replace the existing
100-year old mechanical meters and will help
families save money and reduce impact on the
environment at the same time.
“The meters will allow customers to take
advantage of pricing systems that would
have cheaper power prices at off peak times.”

Mr Theophanous said he would shortly
introduce legislation to commence a trial
of the technology among 1000 households
at the end of the year.
“The trial will test a range of meters
to determine the best option.
“From 2008, Victorian families will be able
to use the most advanced household energy
management system in the world,” he said.

NEW ESV BROCHURES
ESV has developed four new brochures
APPLICATION INFORMATION
in recent months.

DIAL BEFORE YOU DIG
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They are:

To ensure your application for acceptance of a Type B
appliance is processed as quickly as possible, please
provide the following information in your submission

energysafe

–	Gas and Electricity Safety: The Landlord
Appliancecontents
details (as applicable):
– your responsibilities1. (the
a) Manufacturer’s name
b) Model Identiﬁcation
this brochure areEnergy
reported
Safe
Victoria
Dial Before You Dig is a freeof
community
c) Serial
numberon the
Email info@esv.vic.gov.au
d) Date of manufacture
service provided across Australia to help
Web www.esv.vic.gov.au
e) Nominal gas consumption
nextpipes
page);
you avoid damaging underground
f) Gas type
and cables. It is a not-for-proﬁt association,
providing a “one call” enquiry service for
anyone trying to identify the owners and
locations of underground infrastructure
prior to undertaking excavation works.
Dial Before You Dig will send a referral
on your behalf to Members who have
underground assets in the area you are
planning to excavate (allow at least two
working days for the asset owners to
send plans or other information to you).

g) Maximum and minimum gas supply pressures

Purge times
– Gas Safety: Dial Beforeh)i) You
Dig;
Gas pressure
at burner head for the nominal
Published by Energy Safe Victoria

gas consumption
j) Combustion chamber volume
k) Purge volume (total volume swept from the entry of
the purge medium to the point of emission including
interconnecting ductwork).

– Gas Safety: Type B Gas Appliances;

2. Valve train schematic diagram clearly indicating:
–	Electrical Safety: Look
And(including
Live
(the
a)Up
All components
brand
and model)
b) Rated working pressure of all components
c) Proposed
of all adjustable devices.
contents of this brochure
aresettings
reported
in
3. Electrical circuit diagram in ladder logic format
the article on page fourclearly
ofindicating:
the current issue).
a) Safety and control circuits
b) Details of all major components (including brand and model)
c) Method of operation of all major components.

The Dial Before You Dig 4.brochure
incorporates
Purge time calculation
calculation of the time required to purge the appliance
the slogan: stay safe, stayAinlegal
when
accordance with
AS 3814. digging
5. Safe start gas rate
near gas pipes. The publication
the
Where required details
by AS 3814:
– a calculation of the safe start gas rate, or
– critical time forexcavation
ignition, or
provisions covering gas pipeline
– critical energy.
6. Explosion
relief area
and dilution
air ﬂow rate
and damage as prescribed
in the
Gas
Safety
(where relevant):
Where required by AS 3814, or if the appliance process
Act 1997.
involves solvents or dusts, provide details and calculations
of the explosion relief area and dilution air ﬂow rates.

ESV•DL6pp(Dial).indd 1-3

WHAT’S OUT OF SIGHT
SHOULD NEVER BE …OUT OF MIND

7. Details of ﬂueing and ventilation
“Tough laws and penalties
are in place
8. Process description details (where relevant):
the appliance is part of a process which affects
to prevent damage to gas Ifthepipelines.
appliance operation, provide a process description.
Pipe damage can result in major expense,
injuries and even death.
ESV•DL6pp(TypeB)AC.indd 1-3

“This brochure outlines important information
you need to know about digging in the vicinity
of gas pipes.
“If you are planning any type of work involving
excavation you need to contact Dial Before
You Dig for the identity of asset owners and
the location of their underground infrastructure.
Lodge your inquiry online at

GAS SAFETY

GAS SAFETY

DIAL BEFORE
YOU DIG
REMEMBER THE FOLLOWING

Energy Safe Victoria
Phone 1800 652 563
SAFE STAY LEGAL WHEN
SAFETY
TIPS STAYDIGGING
Email
info@esv.vic.gov.au
NEAR GAS PIPES
WebEnergy
www.esv.vic.gov.au
Safe Victoria provides the following safety advice

TYPE B GAS
APPLIANCES

Energy Safe Victoria
Email info@esv.vic.gov.au
Web www.esv.vic.gov.au

ELECTRICAL SAFETY

LOOK UP
AND LIVE

BE ALERT, BE AWARE – OVERHEAD
POWERLINES ARE ALWAYS THERE

to truck drivers, machinery operators, property owners
andbyother
workers.
Published
Energy
Safe Victoria

Published by Energy Safe Victoria

– Identify all areas where powerlines cross properties;
– Obtain a copy of the “No Go Zone” rules and
regulations and study them closely;
– Identify all electrical hazards before starting work.
If in any doubt contact the local electricity distribution
company;
– Monitor weather conditions. Powerlines can sag
in extreme heat and sway in strong winds;
– Powerlines can be difﬁcult to see at dawn and dusk;
– Remember that electricity can jump gaps;
– Ensure an ESV registered spotter is on hand
when working anywhere near overhead powerlines;
– Never raise the tray of tipper trucks when underneath
powerlines;
– Relocate bulk delivery storage sites to a safe area
away from powerlines;
– Display “LOOK UP AND LIVE” stickers on any
machinery or equipment which is raised overhead.

Farmers, truck drivers and machine operators
can access further information from the Energy
Safe Victoria website at www.esv.vic.gov.au

ESV•DL6pp(LUAL)AC.indd 1-3
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ABOVE: Three of ESV’s new brochures. The Landlord brochure is reported in the adjoining article.

www.dialbeforeyoudig.com.au or call 1100.”
The Type B Gas Appliances brochure
covers the processes involved in obtaining
an acceptance when installing, modifying
or commissioning new or second hand
Type B Appliances.
The brochure explains how the acceptance
process works, owner responsibilities, reporting

6/7/06 12:00:13 PM

incidents involving Type B Appliances,
re-installed or modified appliances and
the information which needs to be submitted
with applications for acceptance.
Copies of the brochures can be obtained by
contacting ESV on (03) 9203 9700 or through
info@esv.vic.gov.au

energysafe advertorial – an article supplied by TechSafe Australia

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT SAFETY
IN THE WORKPLACE
With much greater emphasis now placed on workplace safety,
businesses have to ensure the safety of all portable electric tools
and equipment in the workplace by complying with AS/NZS 3760,
which helps reduce the risk of electric shock, workplace injuries
and/or property damage from faulty electrical tools and equipment.
Electrical appliances can now be tested with sophisticated
electronic test equipment that will ensure full compliance with
Workplace Occupational Health and Safety requirements, while
also maintaining the safety of all employees.
TechSafe Australia has invested in the most advanced test
equipment available that ensures all tested electrical equipment
is safe to use and meets or exceeds the requirements of
AS/NZS 3760.
The state-of-the-art test equipment applies an automated
electronic test regime using a computer-based system that
provides a comprehensive database for future asset management.
Businesses with large inventories can now take advantage of the
available savings from the application of a more efficient and cost
effective electrical equipment testing process, while also reducing
ongoing costs associated with future testing and compliance
requirements.
TechSafe Australia can be contacted on 1300 900 999.

LANDLORD AND TENANT RESPONSIBILITIES
WHEN ENSURING GAS AND ELECTRICITY SAFETY
–	Ensure electrical appliances are cleaned
regularly in accordance with manufacturers’
instructions – particular attention should be
paid to dust build-up on cooling fan inlets
and all parts of heaters.

As the brochure points out, the Residential
ENSURING
GAS a landlord to
Tenancies Act
1997 requires
AND ELECTRICITY SAFETY
ensure that rented accommodation
is maintained
in good repair.
The landlord’s responsibilities:

–	Check electrical appliances for damage to
plugs, leads and casings that may expose
’live’ parts or cause a fire.

– Ensure only licensed persons do all gasﬁtting

“Good repair”andincludes
all gas and electrical
electrical work.
appliances –provided
byensure
the alllandlord.
Before re-letting,
appliances areThese
safe
unsafe appliance is repaired or removed.
must be safeand
toany
use
and properly maintained.

– Ensure electrical appliances are cleaned regularly
in accordance with manufacturers’ instructions – particular

The brochureattention
states:
should be paid to dust build-up

on cooling fan inlets and all parts of heaters.

“There are two
critical
toplugs, leads
– Check
electrical areas
appliancesrelating
for damage to
and casings that may expose ‘live’ parts or cause a ﬁre.
gas and electricity
safety:

–	Ensure electrical wiring, socket outlets and
switches are maintained in a safe condition.
–	Ensure all gas appliances, pipework and flue
systems are maintained in a safe condition.

– Ensure all ventilation openings are clear and unobstructed.

–	Record all safety checks and details of work
carried out on a gas or electrical installation.

– Allow reasonable access for the landlord’s contractor

“Failure to meet
these
can cause
to carry
out gas requirements
and electricity safety checks.
– Report injury
any fault or
to the
landlord or agent.
death or serious
asmalfunction
well as
serious
– Stop using any appliance that is obviously faulty.
property damage.
– Do not illegally install, remove or tamper with any gas
electrical appliance.
“Tenants alsoor have
responsibilities, including
– Do not use damaged appliances – they can cause
reporting appliance
faults to the landlord or the
ﬁres and injuries.
landlord’s agent.
– Do not use multiple or cascaded power boards as
a substitute for permanently installed socket outlets.
– Ensure
portable
heaters
are kept away
from
“The landlord
andthatthe
agent
should
work
combustible materials including paper and curtains.
together to ensure that a safety check is done at
– When replacing electrical fuses or fuse wire, only
agreed intervals
at rating.
leastOversized
everyfuses
two
use theand
speciﬁed
mayyears.”
cause
the ﬁxed wiring to fail resulting in electric shock or ﬁre.

The landlord’s responsibilities:
The brochure lists the following:
–	EnsureESV•DL6pp(Landlord).indd
only licensed
1-3 persons do all gasfitting
and electrical work.
–	Before re-letting, ensure all appliances are
safe and any unsafe appliance is repaired or
removed.

YOUR RESPONSIBILTIES

Energy Safe Victoria

–	Ensure
all pipes are sealed correctly if an
Published by Energy Safe Victoria
appliance has been removed.

–	Correct –maintenance
andcorrectly
use of
Ensure all pipes are sealed
if anexisting
appliance
hasby
beenfollowing
removed.
appliances
manufacturers’
– Record all safety checks and details of work carried
instructions
– ai.e.
gas
appliances
should be
out on
gas or
electrical
installation.
checked and serviced every two years to
ensure there
are no dangerous fumes such
The tenant’s responsibilities:
as carbon
monoxide
entering the property.
– Use
appliances appropriately.

GAS & ELECTRICITY SAFETY

THE LANDLORD

–	Ensure
ventilation openings are clear and
Emailall
info@esv.vic.gov.au
Web www.esv.vic.gov.au
unobstructed.

– Ensure electrical wiring, socket outlets and switches
are maintained in a safe condition.

–	Proper installation
of new or replacement
– Ensure all gas appliances, pipework and ﬂue systems
are maintained in
a safe condition.
gas and electricity
appliances;

–	When replacing electrical fuses or fuse wire,
only use the specified rating. Oversized fuses
may cause the fixed wiring to fail resulting
in electric shock or fire.

The tenant’s responsibilities:
Tenants also have responsibilities as listed
below:
– Use appliances appropriately.
–	Allow reasonable access for the landlord’s
contractor to carry out gas and electricity
safety checks.
–	Report any fault or malfunction to the
landlord or agent.
–	Stop using any appliance that is obviously
faulty.
–	Do not illegally install, remove or tamper with
any gas or electrical appliance.
–	Do not use damaged appliances – they can
cause fires and injuries.
–	Do not use multiple or cascaded power
boards as a substitute for permanently
installed socket outlets.
–	Ensure that portable heaters are kept away
from combustible materials including paper
and curtains.

ABOVE: The Landlord brochure.
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Handy safety hint.
Do not use your gas cooker as a heater.
It is not designed to operate safely
for this purpose.
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ESV’s new brochure “Gas and Electricity
Safety: The Landlord” aims to inform landlords
and their agents of their responsibilities and
requirements for good practice when renting
accommodation.

HOME SAFETY INSPECTIONS
PROMOTED IN GEELONG AND MONASH
16
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ESV is now assessing the outcome of the
promotion of the electrical Home Safety
Inspection scheme in the cities of Greater
Geelong and Monash.
Brochures, letters and other information about
the scheme were distributed to 50 000 selected
older properties in each of the two areas on 13
and 14 June. Lists of Home Safety Inspection
Companies which had indicated their availability
to provide inspections in the areas concerned
were provided as part of the package for
residents.
The promotion was a clear indication of ESV’s
commitment to marketing what is a major
electricity safety initiative. It is hoped to target
other areas across Melbourne and regional
Victoria in the coming months to ensure more
and more residents become aware of the
benefits of the scheme for the protection of their
families and properties.
Director of Energy Safety Ken Gardner
told energysafe: “An early assessment of
the promotions in the two areas indicate a
reasonable increase in interest in Home Safety
Inspections. Hits on the Home Safety Inspection
section of the ESV website and the request for
quotes have increased appreciably.
“The number of inspections assigned,
inspections completed and ESV Home Safety

Inspection certificates purchased and lodged
also doubled in some instances as a result of
the promotions.
“While there is still some way to go before
the scheme and its benefits are properly
understood by the general community, the
results of the two promotions are to say the
least encouraging.”
In the City of Monash, the ESV promotion
concentrated on such areas as Mt Waverley,
Syndal and Oakleigh and other suburbs with
homes around the 30 year old mark. Suburbs
targeted in Greater Geelong included Geelong
West, Newtown and East Geelong. Pockets of
older properties in the Borough of Queenscliffe
also received information about the scheme.
Prizes and incentives were offered as part of the
promotion to encourage people to be quick off
the mark to arrange inspections.
In Geelong ESV offered six prizes consisting of
a free inspection and up to $500 of remedial
electrical work should it be required, or $500 of
other electrical work.
In Monash, the first 60 people to arrange a
Home Safety Inspection will receive an $80
rebate off the cost of the inspection.
The names of the winners of the Geelong
competition and the recipients of the rebate in

Monash will be determined in late August – prior
to the publication of this issue of energysafe.

TESTING T

A media campaign was put together for the
promotions. There was newspaper advertising
in both Geelong and Monash, and radio
advertising on the local stations in Geelong.

It is proposed to broadcast ESV television
commercials about the scheme later this year.
Meanwhile they can be viewed in the Home
Safety Inspection Scheme section on the ESV
website at www.esv.vic.gov.au
New and Expan
ESV holds large stocks of the brochure Now
entitled
Available
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courses now
available!

New and Expanded Training Courses
Now Available
Do you...
; want to refresh your skills?
; know more about Fault Loop Impedance, Voltage Drop,
Fault Current and more?
; carry out electrical installation, maintenance, alterations,
repairs and modification work?
; test this completed work?
; sign Certificates of Electrical Safety and certify that the
completed work complies with the Electrical Safety Act,
the Electricity Safety (Installation) Regulations and the
Wiring Rules?
; wish to register as an Approved Home Safety Inspector?
If you answered yes, to any of the above, then

you need to refresh your skills!
“We must stress in the strongest possible terms that testing of
electrical work and equipment is the key to ensuring an
electrical installation is safe.”
Ken Gardner, Director of Energy Safety

Call 03 9645 5533 or

visit our website www.neca.asn.au

energysafe advertorial – an article supplied by NECA

TESTING COURSE EXPANDED
With the projected introduction next year of the new Wiring Rules, NECA has taken a proactive
step by expanding their Installation Testing Course.
NECA CEO Philip Green said the original course was developed in response to concerns
expressed by the then Chief Electrical Inspector, Ian Graham, as to an observed lack of testing
skills. Philip said, the response to the issue from the contracting fraternity has been very
encouraging. “They have supported the program well and the feedback we receive from each
course has shown that participants want more.”
In response to this demand, NECA have announced that beginning in August the Testing
Course has been expanded to further cover additional tests.
Course presenter Les Hartland said that whilst the mandated tests will still be covered as they
have been, in addition, the course will now cover Fault Loop Impedance, Voltage Drop, Fault
Current and the Multiple Earthed Neutral System and the faults that can arise from it.
“We have always covered Fault Loop, but not to the depth that we would like to and it became
obvious to us that licensed electricians wanted more time to fully understand it. By including
the other areas we now feel that, as a refresher course, it provides excellent value by virtue of
the content.”
The ESV Home Safety Inspection Program has as a requirement for registration as an
approved Home Safety Inspector, the successful completion of the Testing Course. In
addition, the draft document of the new Wiring Rules showed that Fault Loop Impedance
testing would become a mandated test.
Correct testing of installations is seen as a critical part of the maintenance of safety standards
within the industry. ESV Executive Manager Licensing and Professional Development
Allan Driver said “the standards we expect of the industry ensure that the level of safety is
maintained as high as possible. We are not only proud of the safety record we have here in
Victoria, but also the fact that we can and will continue to provide as safe a work and living
environment as we can.” He said that when incidents were investigated it becomes obvious
that often either tests were either incorrectly done or not done at all.
Maintenance of standards has recently seen a number of licences not renewed until the
electricians could demonstrate the required competencies. “Courses such as this are
excellent in refreshing those skills and keeping up with the latest regulations,” he said.
Information regarding the new courses are available from NECA on 9645 5533.

The Minister for Manufacturing & Export,
André Haermeyer, said recently: “The Victorian
Government is pleased to be sponsoring
these awards to celebrate and encourage
innovation and achievement in the electrical
and electronics industry.”
The Award categories for 2006 are:
–	Outstanding Achievement in Australian
Electrical Manufacturing;
–	Best New Product in Electronics/Hardware;
– Best New Product in ICT/Software;
–	Excellence in Exporting;
– Cleaner, Greener, Smarter Excellence Award;
–	AusIndustry Award for Excellence in
Innovation and Commercialisation of R&D;
– Excellence in Smart Manufacturing;
–	Excellence in Commitment to Skills and
Education;
–	Excellence in Technology Reporting by Media;
–	The Richard Brett Excellence in Individual
Commitment to Industry Development Award.
Mr Haermeyer said that Victoria is a key player
in this electronics industry, manufacturing
approximately 41 percent of national output
and accounting for more than 50 percent of R&D.

ESV is represented on a Council of Australian
Governments (COAG) action group charged
with developing a framework for the
introduction of mutual recognition of electrical
qualifications across all Australian states and
territories.
Director of Energy Safety Ken Gardner, is a
member of the Electricians, Air Conditioning
and Refrigeration Mechanics Action Group. The
group has been meeting regularly to progress
the issue, and more meetings and more work
are required before the task is complete.

Ken told energysafe that COAG has agreed
that by June 2007, all jurisdictions will have
achieved full and effective mutual recognition
of occupational licences for general electricians,
general plumbers, motor mechanics,
refrigeration and air-conditioning mechanics,
carpenters and joiners, and bricklayers.
“Furthermore there is agreement by
governments that by 31 December 2008,
all jurisdictions will have achieved full and
effective mutual recognition of occupational
licences across all vocationally trained
occupations,” he said.
The communiqué from COAG states that the
task of achieving mutual recognition requires
some key actions – one of the most important is
to “rationalise and harmonise licence types and
regulatory requirements (including classes or
categories within a licence type) to the minimum
that is required to protect consumer interest and
public and occupational health and safety.

Ken said that the move to introduce mutual
recognition of licences is a Commonwealth
Government initiative to assist in addressing
the country’s skills shortage by ensuring
there is a mobility of skills within the Australian
economy and the ability of qualified people
to go where there is work.

“While Australia is a large country, our
population is relatively small and to have
seven different licensing and regulatory
systems – one for each state and territory –
can place unnecessary limitations on the ability
to work unless they are simplified and clarified.
“While mutual recognition will not result in any
significant change for licensed electricians, who
have a very effective level of mutual recognition
across the country at the moment, there should
be advantages from the change for restricted
electrical licence holders, contractors and
lineworkers.
“There is now a commitment to simplify mutual
recognition processes and those of us involved
in the process have a great deal of work and
discussions to get through to meet the COAG
timetable,” he said.

Handy safety hint.
Switch off all heating appliances
if the power fails – fires have been
caused when power returns unexpectedly.
Combustible material must be kept clear
of all heating appliances.
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The Gala Dinner and Presentation Night
for the Australian Electrical and Electronics
Manufacturers’ Association’s (AEEMA)
biennial Excellence Awards will be held
in Melbourne on Wednesday, 18 October.

MUTUAL RECOGNITION OF LICENCES

Cadbury, Caramello Koala and Freddo Frog are Registered Trademarks in Australia of the Cadbury Group.

CALL FOR
BRIGHT SPARKS
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THE TRAVELLERS:
A MOVING TRIBUTE
TO MIGRATION
There is a new group of residents in Melbourne making a dramatic
impact on the Southbank landscape. “The Travellers”, a series of giant
iconic figures sitting atop Sandridge Bridge, pay homage to the waves
of immigrants that have come to Australia.
This is a fitting and moving tribute to the migrants who shaped Melbourne.
Built in 1888 Sandridge Bridge was used to bring thousands of immigrants
across the Yarra from Port Melbourne’s Station Pier right into the heart
of the booming city of Melbourne.
When the nearby light-rail tram route was built in the 1980s, the Sandridge
Bridge rail track was no longer needed and the bridge fell quickly into
disrepair. Arup Mechanical Engineer Derek Powell remembers working
in the city and looking down at the dilapidated bridge: “It was looking
so shabby, I remember thinking to myself that if they don’t do something
it’s going to rust away.”
It turns out that Derek ended up doing a lot to prolong the life of the
bridge. Arup’s structural team designed a pedestrian walkway that was
integrated with the bridge and worked closely with renowned international
artist Nadim Karam and Melbourne City Council’s Design and Culture
Department to design and construct the ten large, steel sculptures,
commissioned and funded by the Council and the State Government.
Appropriate to the theme of migration, nine of the ten figures move
from the south end of the bridge to their individual site along the bridge.
The tenth sculpture, which represents Victoria’s Aboriginal communities,
is stationed permanently on the riverbank. The moving figures turn and
spin as they unfold to travel. They then return to the south end, coming
together to symbolise multiculturalism.
Designing a movement system for the figures, which are more than
seven metres in height and weigh more than three tonnes, was
a challenge for Derek and the electrical engineers at Arup.
“The first shock was how limited the space was we had to play with:
we had a very small area to ‘park’ the sculptures at the end of the bridge.
Because of the heritage value, we were limited in what we could weld or
bolt to the bridge, and we also needed to make sure there was plenty of
room for people to have access for maintenance. That also posed some
challenges.”
The electrical design involved some imaginative thinking. They needed
to consider the motion of the sculptures, the controls, the sensors and
the lighting, as well as electrical safety. “We also needed something
low-maintenance,” says Arup Electrical Engineer Paul Trantallis.
“It needed to be simple.”
They decided to transfer power to a bogey system and a rail support
system to move the sculptures, which owes a lot to overhead crane
technology.
The existing power supply needed upgrading to meet the required load.
The Travellers require about five kilowatts to travel at around 1.5 kilometres
per hour. “In the end, electrically speaking, the challenge was the
controls,’ says Paul. “Getting the power there was the easy bit.”
Originally the team looked at installing linear induction motors.
They then discovered that Sandridge Bridge is not as straight as you
might think. According to Derek, the bridge travels slightly uphill and
is not always parallel, and these motors require a constant gap distance,
so it was impossible to guarantee efficient power transfer. “We know
now that if we’d used a linear induction motor, we’d have been in trouble.”
Instead, they used a rotary geared motor, which is proven and readily
available technology.
Arup was highly conscious of electrical safety. In their design they
considered The Travellers as an industrial machine sitting right in the
middle of a public area. As a result, there are safety features built in every
step of the way, such as a range of sensors and automatic braking that
cuts the power with the slightest interference with the sculptures or their

ABOVE AND ALONGSIDE: The Travellers, a series of giant iconic figures sitting atop
Sandridge Bridge, at Southbank in Melbourne.

controls. There are also safety mechanisms in place for the authorised
electricians who maintain the installation.
The sculptures also stop moving in high winds. “The sculptures act
as a giant sail,” says Derek. “When you want sculptures to move gently,
the last thing you need is wind assistance.”
Using wireless technology, Melbourne City Council can remotely control
motion, speed, starting and stopping, and the safety of the bogeys.
They can also change the sequence and the timing for special events.
“The Travellers have been constructed to last, but it really comes down
to the perception of the public,” says Derek. “If they like it, it will stay for
a long time. That’s what we are all hoping.”

A snapshot of The Travellers
With the exception of Gayip, which represents Aboriginal
community, each of the ten Travellers figures represents
a period of migration to Australia.
Gayip – The Aboriginal Period (designed with the assistance
of Indigenous artist Mandy Nicholson)

First Settler – The Convict Period (1788–1868)
Melbourne Beauty – The Gold Rushes (1850–1890)
Walker and his tucker bag – Assisted Migration (1830–1930)
Shelter – Displaced persons (1947–1953)
Urban Wheel – European Migration (1947–1983)
Running Couple – Refugees (1856–2005)
Butterfly Girl – Asian and middle east migration (1975–2005)
Technoman – Students and professionals (1975–2005)
Walking Sun – Australian Multiculturalism
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ABOVE: Shane Russell, Senior Project Manager at Nuvo Electrical Services, the man responsible for getting The Travellers moving along Sandridge Bridge.

SHANE RUSSELL: GETTING THE TRAVELLERS MOVING
energysafe met with Shane Russell, Senior Project Manager at Nuvo
Electrical Services, to find out how he got The Travellers moving along
Sandridge Bridge.
energysafe: What was your brief for this project?
Shane Russell: To put together an automated system to allow The
Travellers, which are seven metres tall and weigh at three tonnes each,
to move backwards and forwards: to concertina back on a 33-degree
angle then travel out on display – quite a simple little brief but a lot to be
accomplished.
What’s interesting is that we couldn’t find an installation like it anywhere in
the world. There were so many aspects: an old bridge – a difficult structure
and a confined space – with moving sculptures over water controlled with
a wireless network and a SCADA package. We had to meet the regulations,
ensure functionality as well as considering public safety and electrical safety.
There was also the mains and switchboard to be installed – all right under
the windows of Energy Safe Victoria on Southbank!
What technology did you use?
The programmable logic controller (PLC) is the heart of the control.
The sculptures each have an Allen-Bradley PLC on them along with an
Elpro Wireless Ethernet Modem, and one PLC and Elpro Wireless Ethernet
Modem fixed to the bridge. All communications are between each of the
sculptures and the bridge PLC. The bridge PLC also sends all information
to the Citec SCADA Package at the Melbourne City Council offices, which
is accessible from any location.
To the casual observer, The Travellers just appeared overnight.
What was your timeframe?
It was a very tight program. We received the go-ahead from Melbourne City
Council in December 2005 and we started building control panels straight
away. They wanted the job completed by the start of the Commonwealth
Games in March. At times we had eight electricians in that confined space –
from first-year apprentices to specialist programmers – working on different
parts at the same time.
It was an experimental process. We did modifications as we went.
We worked very closely with Melbourne City Council, Arup, Webb Australia
and Infracon to achieve the right effect. We worked late at night to try out
different options: testing finished around midnight.

We were there working on our laptops right up to midnight the night before
the opening. Premier Steve Bracks was going to launch it the next morning.
That was nerve-wracking. It was a close-knit team to bring the project
together – a good example of teamwork in the electrical sector.
What were the safety considerations?
Safety is always important, but in this case, it was critical: we had
electricians working in a confined space above a river and a rapid program.
It could have been a potentially dangerous situation if it wasn’t handled
effectively. We put electrical safety to the forefront. We always had a
minimum of two people working together and, given the length of the bridge,
we made sure there were groups of people to supervise. We always had
people trained in first aid as well. There were not even any near-misses.
What was the greatest challenge?
The biggest challenge was trying to get the wireless network up and
running. We had to have a wireless survey conducted on the bridge
to analyse where to place antennas to have the system operational.
Everything was fine when The Travellers were static at one end of the bridge,
everything was communicating beautifully, but when we started to span
them across 120 metres of the bridge, there was so much interference
from the bogeys that we needed another base station.
We put in so many safety systems to ensure that no-one can access
the installation, so the design was also a challenge.
What was it like knowing you were installing Melbourne’s newest icons?
At the start the sculptures were kept secret, so I was there, doing this job
with these little bogeys and thinking to myself, “This is easy.” Then they
told me they were putting another two tonnes on each with a seven-metre
overhang either side! When I saw the sculptures though, I really started to
get excited – that got me through all those late nights of testing. I thought,
“Wow. This is going to become a Melbourne icon.”
We feel a lot of pride now. They look great, and so much work has
gone into them. It was great seeing The Travellers on TV for the first time.
The power points we do normally don’t get on television. I would like to
thank the Nuvo team of electricians who worked on the bridge during the
project and Melbourne City Council for giving Nuvo the opportunity to put
this project together.
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GREEN LIGHT FOR NEW
$1 BILLION MORTLAKE
POWER STATION

energysafe

A new $1 billion gas fired power station is a step closer to reality with the
State Government signing off an environmental assessment of the project.
Energy Industries and Resources Minister, Theo Theophanous, said that
the endorsement of the assessment would allow Origin Energy to build a
gas fired power generator of up to 1000 megawatts at a site 12 kilometres
west of Mortlake subject to final stage technical agreements.

SOME MORE COMMONLY ASKED
ELECTRICITY RELATED QUESTIONS
1. Is it sufficient to only tick the box on the COES for the type
of Prescribed Electrical Installation work to describe the work
undertaken. eg. Temp in Perm is marked as Type 1 and say
No. of single socket outlet is 1 and no other description of work
is given?
Answer:
When completing the COES it is important to reflect the electrical
installation work that has been performed accurately. In this case
the wording for the Type 1 is:

“Once developed, this new power station would boost Victoria’s electricity
capacity by up to 12 per cent,” Mr Theophanous said.

“A consumers mains, main earthing system and those parts
of the main switchboard related to the control of the installation
and protection against spread of fire.”

“The gas-fired power station would also generate cleaner energy –
emitting up to 70 per cent less greenhouse gas than our brown coal
power generators in the Latrobe Valley.

Therefore by only marking the Type 1 box and identifying the socket
outlets installed only, you have taken responsibility for anything that
has been installed and have complied to the minimum requirements.

“Victoria’s booming energy and resources sector has enjoyed significant
investment in recent years and this announcement is yet another vote
of investor confidence in Victoria.”

Energy Safe Victoria encourages the information to be described
in detail, to ensure that the electrical installation work performed
by the electrical worker is described accurately.

Once built the power station will become the largest power station built
in Victoria since Loy Yang B in the early 1990s.

2. Do I need to provide an isolating switch near the unit when
installing a split air conditioning unit or will the circuit breaker
in the switchboard provide the isolation requirement?

“It could produce enough power to supply electricity to 1.5 million homes,
bolstering the security of Victoria’s energy supply well into the next
decade,” he said.
“This project has the potential to add hundreds of millions of dollars to
the Victorian economy and create up to 400 construction jobs in Victoria’s
south west.
“The Mortlake power station would also be fed by a planned 78 kilometre
gas pipeline to be constructed from the new natural gas processing plant
near Port Campbell.”
Mr Theophanous said Mortlake, a town north of Warrnambool and
Port Campbell, was close to the existing electricity transmission line
and to Origin Energy’s gas reserves in the Otway Basin.
“The Bracks Government is encouraging infrastructure in regional
and rural Victoria to create jobs and promote economic growth.”
Origin Energy said it was pleased to receive the endorsement of the
Victorian Government for its proposed high-efficiency, natural gas-fired
power station.

Answer: AS/NZS 3000:2000, Wiring Rules, in Clause 2.8.4.3 allows
for an isolating switch located remote from the electrical equipment
it controls shall be provided with means for securing it in the open
position.
Suitable means shall be provided to prevent electrical equipment
from being inadvertently energized.
NOTE: Such precautions may include padlocking, or lockable
enclosures.
3. My company has several factories at Port Melbourne and
each factory is provided with a separate electricity supply
and different addresses. I am employed as the maintenance
electrician. Can I use a periodical certificate of electrical safety
for all the non-prescribed electrical work completed within
3 months at all or any of these factories?
Answer: NO.
Regulation 410(2)(c) requires the address of the electrical installation
and the certificate of electrical safety does not allow for more than
one address to be inserted.

Handy safety hint.

Handy safety hint.

Always consult and follow the manufacturer’s operating
instructions for your gas appliances – these notes are highly
important and should be adhered to.

If oil catches fire on your stove, turn it off immediately
and cover the pan with a lid or fire blanket. NEVER pour
water over fires caused by oil or fat.

ELECTRIC BLANKET FIRE DAMAGES HOME
The evidence is irrefutable – electric blankets are a major cause
of house fires which can sometimes result in death. Proper care
of electric blankets is absolutely essential.
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One of the latest incidents reported to ESV involved a fire caused by
an electric blanket at a home in Learmonth St, Queenscliff in late June.

winterspring

The elderly occupant tried to smother the fire but when he couldn’t
extinguish it he pulled the bedding out of the house. He suffered
smoke inhalation and was taken to the Geelong hospital by ambulance.
Unfortunately, he didn’t get all the bedding outside as the room
was extensively damaged by the fire and smoke. The rest of that
part of the house was smoke damaged as well.
Although the occupants claim that the bed was always made
and the blanket was without folds the evidence tends to suggest
otherwise – possibly the result of grandchildren jumping on the bed.
Earlier this year ESV issued a media release warning of the danger
of electric blankets and developed a radio commercial which was
broadcast throughout Victoria.
In August 2005, an elderly couple died in a house fire in Mount Martha.
Country Fire Authority investigators have determined that the fire started
in a bedroom and that an electric blanket was the source of the blaze.
ESV issued the following advice directly relating to electric blankets
in the media release – and they are worth repeating here:
–	Electric blankets should be checked at the start of each winter
for damaged wires, leads and hot spots. If it is damaged it should
be replaced – and the old one discarded so there is no chance
of it being “recycled”.

ABOVE: Shots taken at the Queenscliff home showing the sort of damage which
can be expected from fires caused by electric blankets.

– Electric blankets should be laid flat and secured tightly on the bed.

– Never purchase or use a “second hand” electric blanket.

–	Remember to turn off the electric blanket at the power point when
you get into bed.

–	Make sure you follow the manufacturer’s guidelines regarding
the use, maintenance and servicing of electric blankets.

–	Electric blankets are not recommended for babies or young children
as “bed wetting” may occur.

energysafe advertorial – an article supplied by Protect

PROTECT CONTINUES TO SET THE STANDARD!
The decision of Protect’s Board to
embark on bold administration and
software arrangements is already paying
off for employer and employee members
of the Fund.
Appointing a Fund Administrator committed
to high level recruitment and training protocols
for staff means the day to day administration
of Protect is outstanding.
Client service standards are very important –
telephone calls, employer payments, employee
claims are handled with the highest standard
of care.
In an industry where compliance is important,
both employer and employee members

of Protect can be assured the quality
of staff recruitment, the commitment to
training, together with on-going support and
supervision will deliver high level outcomes.
The Board committed a very substantial
investment in purpose built software in order
to arm the Fund Administrator with the very
best tools of operation.
Employers can register and log-on allowing
them on-line access to make contributions,
view contribution history, access certificates
of currency, request severance and income
protection claim forms and seek additional
specialist assistance.

Employees can also register and log-on which
gives them on-line access to their account,
allows the downloading of a severance or
income protection claim form and permits
lodgment of a request for detailed assistance.
For employers and employees on-line access
guarantees accurate, timely and user-friendly
service.
Protect has set the pace with outstanding
severance and income protection benefits
since establishment in May 2000.
Leading edge administration and the very
latest software arrangements – a recipe
to ensure Protect remains at the fore-front
of worker entitlement fund administration.

Protect works hard to provide vital financial
Out of Work, been Sick or Hurt?
You’re Covered

security for workers in the electro trades when you
need it most – if you are sick, injured or out of work.
Electro trade workers know that Protect’s income
protection insurance provides a wider range of
illness and injury benefits than any other scheme in
the country.
To find out more, or to make a claim
Go to www.protect.net.au
or call 1300 134 417

> BFR $4000
> Weekly payments
> Better benefits

PROT 25783

PROT 25783 Live ad3.indd 1
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PROSECUTIONS INFRINGEMENT NOTICES 2005/06
TYPES OF INFRINGEMENT NOTICES ISSUED

ELECTRICITY RELATED PROSECUTIONS
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Energy Safe Victoria has recently taken legal
proceedings under the Electricity Safety
Act 1998 against the following. Under the
Privacy Act, energysafe is precluded from
publishing the names of individuals charged
with offences.
–	An LEIW was charged with carrying out
non-compliant electrical installation work.
The defendant was fined $600 without
conviction and ordered to pay $2700
in costs.

Date

REC LEW
Other

Offence
Code

Offence

Penalty

Apr.06

Other

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$524

Other

3595

Unauthorised excavation near pipeline

$1,023

Other

3595

Unauthorised excavation near pipeline

May.06

Other

6335

Closer than distance allowed in Table 40

$210

Jun.06

LEW

6299

Fails to give electronic notice in time

$52

LEI

6301

Fails to give electronic notice in time

$52

Other

6211

Unregistered person carries out work

$524

REC

6375

Employ unlicensed person

$2,620

REC

6377

Non complying installation work

$2,620

Other

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$524

Other

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$524

LEI

6240

Fails to complete certificate

$105

Other

6348

Damages a network asset

$215

Other

6220

Unlicensed electrical installation work

$524

LEI

6240

Fails to complete certificate

$105

LEI

6240

Fails to complete certificate

$105

–	An unlicensed person was charged with
carrying out electrical installation work
unlicensed and failing to ensure that
a Certificate of Electrical Safety was
completed within four business days on
one occasion. The defendant was placed
on an Undertaking or one year and ordered
to pay $900 in costs.
–	A D Licensed person was charged with
carrying out electrical installation work
unlicensed – outside terms of a D licence
and failing to test. The defendant was
placed on an Undertaking for one year
and ordered to pay $1000 in costs.

Jul.06

–	An LEIW was charged with carrying out
unsafe work in a hazardous area and failing
to have the work inspected. The defendant
was placed on an Undertaking for one year
and ordered to pay $700 in costs.
–	An apprentice was charged with carrying
out electrical installation work while
unlicensed. The defendant was placed
on an Undertaking to be of good behaviour
for six months and ordered to pay $1500
in costs.
GAS RELATED PROSECUTIONS
AND LEGAL ACTION
–	An unlicensed plumber was charged
with carrying out plumbing work unlicensed
and supplying a Type A appliance that was
not approved. The defendant was placed
on an Undertaking for six months and
ordered to pay $1100 in costs.
Handy safety hint.
Tell your customers:
Never attach swings, clothes lines,
hanging baskets, or the like around beams
to which electrical wiring is attached.

INFRINGEMENT
NOTICE
SUMMARY

$1,023

Withdrawn

Jan
2006

Feb
2006

Mar
2006

Apr
2006

May
2006

Jun
2006

Jul
2006

Total

Use

1

2

1

1

0

5

2

12

Supply

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other

0

0

0

2

1

3

2

8

Total

1

2

1

3

1

8

4
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NEW GREEN BOOK
Hot on the heels of the new Blue Book, as
mentioned in the last issue of energysafe,
comes the new Green Book - the Code of
Practice on electrical safety for the Victoria’s
electricity distribution businesses.
The Code of Practice applies to all employees
of the distribution businesses, together with
contractors and their employees, who work
on, near or in the vicinity of electrical apparatus
or assets controlled by the businesses.
The Green Book defines principles and
electrical safety procedures. The principles

apply to all persons working on or anywhere
near assets capable of being energised.
The Electrical Safety Committee revised the
1999 edition to produce the 2006 Green Book.
It incorporates the new Blue Book which comes
into effect at the end of the year. The proper
name of the Blue Book is the Code of Practice
on Electrical Safety for Work on or Near High
Voltage Electrical Apparatus.
The committee comprises representatives
from Victoria’s distribution businesses - Agility,
Powercor Australia, Alinta, SP AusNet and
CitiPower – together with the ETU.

CABLE & ELECTRICAL CO. PTY. LTD
ESTABLISHED IN 1974 AS AUSTRALIA’S MOST COMPREHENSIVE
ELECTRICAL MERCHANT, HAVE A VACANCY FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITION:

SALES REPRESENTATIVE (MOORABBIN BASED)
A CHALLENGE TO THE EXPERIENCED PERSON TO REPRESENT
AND PROMOTE OUR RANGE OF PRODUCTS.
AN ATTRACTIVE NEGOTIABLE SALARY PACKAGE WILL BE OFFERED TO THE SUCCESSFUL APPLICANT.
THE POSITION IS AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE START. APPLY TO THE MANAGER:
TEL: 03 9532 1144 FAX: 03 9532 1016 EMAIL: darren@bdlcableandelec.com.au

ESV STAYS ABREAST
OF THE HOME RENOVATION “REVOLUTION”
While “Do It Yourself” home renovations have been popular for
generations, there appears to be an upsurge of interest in the practice
thanks to television programmes, magazines, websites and regular
newspaper columns.
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ESV is constantly on alert to ensure such programmes and publications
do not provide any advice for unqualified people when it comes to electrical
and gas work around the home.
Through its website and regular columns in Sunday newspapers throughout
Australia, the Reno Brothers are a successful part of the home renovation
phenomena, with a major initiative coming up from them later this year.
ESV has agreed to be part of a Reno Brothers “How to …Top Tips” home
renovations DVD which will be available in Victoria from Sunday 8 October.
See the cover alongside.
The DVD will be available to readers of the Sunday Herald Sun. There will
be a coupon in that day’s edition which can be exchanged for a copy
of the DVD. The publishers expect 250 000 copies of the DVD will be
picked up by readers.
ESV will have a significant presence in the production with four segments
each lasting one minute covering the following topics: Don’t Do It Yourself
when it comes to electrical and gas work; arrange an electrical home safety
inspection; install a safety switch today – safety switches save lives; and make
sure gas appliances are serviced and checked regularly, particularly
to prevent carbon monoxide emissions.
There will be one ESV commercial in the hour long production – the
“Frank In The Roof” commercial with its stark message: Don’t Do It Yourself.
Director of Energy Safety, Ken Gardner, said: “While there is a little we can
do or would wish to do to curb the enthusiasm of the Do It Yourself home
renovator when it comes to such activities as carpentry and painting, our

ABOVE: The cover of the Reno Brothers DVD in which ESV has a significant role.

strong message must be that it is both dangerous and illegal for unqualified
people to do their own electrical and gas work.
“We believe that a practical ‘How to’ DVD from the Reno Brothers is a good
place to get the message across.” said Ken.

Living with Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LP Gas)
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LP Gas is a generic name for a number of
hydrocarbon gases, the most common of
which are propane and butane. LP Gas is
available in different combinations of the
gases and it is important that the most
appropriate type is selected.

energysafe

Commercial propane is used in the majority of
LP Gas appliances. It is predominantly propane
with a small amount of butane and other gases.
This type of LP Gas is sometimes referred
to as ‘barbecue gas’ and is generally supplied
in change-over or refillable cylinders.
Butane is a heavier gas than propane and boils
at a higher temperature. This means that on
cold days butane may not be able to vaporize
from its liquid state in sufficient quantity.
Often a vaporizer needs to be installed
near the storage tank.
A number of larger commercial/industrial
premises are supplied with butane. Gas
appliances may need adjustment to burn
butane. Advice should be sought from the gas
supplier when considering a butane installation.
Some single burner domestic appliances
are designed for use with disposable cans
of butane.
Autogas is a mixture of propane and butane
in varying quantities, for example some gas
companies supply commercial propane, other
supply mixtures such as 60% propane and 40
% butane. Autogas is specifically for automotive
purposes, including fork lift trucks. It should not
be used with appliances that are designed to
operate on commercial propane because the
variation in gas composition could cause the
appliance to operate incorrectly and unsafely.

For this and other safety reasons, the practice
of filling gas cylinders from service station
Autogas pumps is not permitted.
BEWARE!
Some cylinders are designed for liquid
withdrawal only. They will be appropriately
marked or the valve protection collar will
be painted blue. If a collar is not fitted, an
area not less than 150 mm high around the
circumference of the cylinder, immediately
below the valve, will be painted blue.
Liquid withdrawal cylinders must not be
used with domestic type appliances or
installations, the main use is for decanting
gas into smaller cylinders.
Some cylinders are valved for both liquid
and vapour LP Gas withdrawal. These
cylinders must have each valve opening
marked ‘VAPOUR’ or ‘LIQUID’ as appropriate.
Installers must ensure that they are connecting
to the correct valve, which is usually the vapour
outlet. If the cylinder is not marked, or advice
is needed, contact the gas supplier.
A number of installers have connected to
the liquid withdrawal valve. This is a very
dangerous practice that has resulted in
damage to regulators and appliances by
freezing the components, and can result
in fires or explosions. One litre of escaping
liquid will produce over 270 litres of gas.
If in doubt, contact your supplier
The LP Gas companies are available for advice
and should be contacted if there is any doubt
on the type of cylinder or tank, its location
or the type of gas being supplied.

VICTORIA’S OWN RENEWABLE ENERGY TARGET
The State Government has announced that
Victoria has become the first Australian state
to announce its own mandatory renewable
energy target and supporting scheme,
claiming it will reduce the need to use fossil
fuels to produce electricity in the future.

“The Bracks Government’s Victorian Renewable
Energy Target (VRET) scheme will require
electricity retailers to purchase a minimum
of 10 per cent renewable energy by 2016, up
from the current level of around 4 per cent,”
Mr Theophanous said.

Minister for Energy Industries and Resources
Theo Theophanous and Environment Minister
John Thwaites said in a news release that
Victoria’s new mandatory target will save
27 million tonnes of greenhouse gas – the
environmental equivalent of removing every
car off Victoria’s roads for a period of two years.

VRET will deliver massive savings in greenhouse
gases and is a crucial part of the Government’s
Environmental Sustainability Action Statement
also announced recently.
“The extra investment in renewable energy
as a result of this scheme will reduce our

reliance on coal fired power stations in the
future,” he said. Mr Thwaites said this would
result in an additional 3274 gigawatt hours
of renewable energy above the amount
available now.
An independent review will assess the
progress of the VRET scheme in 2011.
Mr Theophanous said the initiative would
have a minimal impact on average power bills
and follows a reduction of the cost of electricity
of up to $57 over 2006 and 2007 for the 1.2
million Victorian households on safety net tariffs.

Training opportunities for the Electrical and Instrumentation Industry
RMIT University provides flexible training and education programs
that are highly regarded by industry.

RMIT’s Short Courses can be customised to meet companies specific
needs and conducted onsite anywhere in Australia, Asia or the Pacific.

RMIT’s apprenticeships are structured to meet the realities of today’s
tough and fast-paced employment markets.

• Code of Practice for Safe Electrical Work
• Electrical Contractor Registration
• Portable Appliance Safety Testing
• Energy Smart Electrician
• Disconnect/Reconnect Worker’s Licence

RMIT offers high quality training for your apprentices in:
•
•
•
•

Certificate
Certificate
Certificate
Certificate

hmaBlaze 105642

III in Electrotechnology (Systems Electrician)
III in Electrotechnology (Instrumentation)
IV in Electrotechnology (Instrumentation)
IV in Electrical (Systems Electrician/Instrumentation)

For more information contact the School of Infrastructure,
Electrotechnology & Building Services: Phone: (03) 9925 4468
Fax: (03) 9925 4666. Email: wendy.gillies@rmit.edu.au

➔ www.rmit.edu.au

EUREKA TOWER – WHAT A VIEW!
Not only will you get to take in images of the magnificent views that
this remarkable structure offers, you will also be taken on a journey

What do you think of energysafe? Please let us
have your comments by phone at (03) 9203 9700,
by fax (03) 9686 2197, or by email
at info@esv.vic.gov.au

through the Eureka Tower to check out its gas installations
which consist of around 9 km of copper gas line.
Here is a foretaste of what you will see in the next issue.
Photography by ESV Gas Inspector, Steve Bailey.
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BELOW: Views from Melbourne’s new tallest building - Eureka Tower
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In the next issue of energysafe we propose to take a look at
Melbourne from the top of what is classified as the world’s tallest
residential building – the Eureka Tower on Southbank.

Handy safety hint. Tell your customers:
Never leave an electrical appliance where it can
fall into the bath or basin. Don’t leave unattended
with children. Unplug after use.

COPPER PRICES – A CONCERN FOR ELECTRICAL SAFETY
26
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The price of copper is a serious issue for
electrical safety. ESV has warned there must
be no temptation to use substandard cabling
because of higher prices and NECA has urged
contractors to protect themselves from the
price fluctuations when committing to long
term contracts.
Director of Energy Safety Ken Gardner
told energysafe that while there have been
some fluctuations downwards in recent times
– and it is hard to pin point what the price will
actually be at any one time – the bottom line
is that prices have soared in recent years, with
hefty increases reported so far this calendar
year alone.
“Everyone in our industry must be concerned
at the impact these prices will have – if the effect
is not being felt already – on wiring and cables,
with manufacturers, suppliers, tradespeople and
the customer all needing to bear the brunt.
“The important message has to be that
while cable prices are likely to go up quite
considerably, only cabling of the required quality
which complies with the relevant Australian
Standards can be used. There must be no
temptation to use substandard cabling of any
sort – particularly material which poses any sort
of danger.
“It is worth re-iterating here the dangers involved
when using substandard cable. Unapproved
cables could be incorrectly rated with the
implications being the overheating of wiring
causing fires, poor insulation properties, break
downs – the list goes on.”

Ken said for larger cable sizes, there is now
a significant switch to using aluminium cables
which are cheaper than the copper varieties.
Such cabling is harder to use and it should be
borne in mind that it does not meet all needs
and situations. Connections between copper
and aluminium cabling in installations is one
very important consideration.
Risk for electrical contractors
Peter Glynn, Chief Executive Officer of NECA,
said in a recent media release that sharply rising
copper prices in the past two years followed by
recent falls were increasing risks for electrical
and communications contractors who did not
protect themselves against fluctuations in long
term contracts.
Volatile copper prices and the effect that
has on cable pricing could leave contractors
exposed, particularly over long or extended
contracts, he said.
“However, the volatility is such that there is still
considerable risk for much shorter contracts,”
Mr Glynn said.
He said material costs were approximately
70 percent of total project costs.
“Copper is an integral and high cost
component. Since January 2003, the price of
copper on the London Metals Exchange has
escalated from $1,500 per tonne to $8,800 per
tonne. From 1 January this year the price has
moved from $4,500 per tonne to $8,800 per
tonne, albeit with some falls in recent weeks,
and again this week.”

“We all felt a false sense of security during the
period of stable copper prices, which lead to
stable cable prices. It felt like a ‘fixed’ cable
price environment, however, those days are
gone and the long range forecast is for price
increases to continue.”
Mr Glynn said cable manufacturers advised
cable prices would always be variable
for copper. “Any escalation forces cable
manufacturers to adjust their prices to recover
their costs. The further copper price increases
forecasted means the issue will not go away.”
He said contractors needed to protect
themselves against volatility and the importance
of material cost adjustment clauses in contracts
between NECA members and their builders
remained a pertinent issue.
“Nobody has a crystal ball and all globally
traded commodities are subject to price
movements at one time or another. It is sound
business practice to cover oneself against
unforeseen price increases forced on local
suppliers by factors out of their control.”
“It is imperative all quotations include provisions
for the rise and fall of copper related products
supplied over extended periods.”
Mr Glynn said NECA could provide to members
a material cost adjustment clause for use in
quotations, tenders and contracts and this
was available on request.

Handy safety hint.
Do not dry clothes too close to the heater.

MAKE SURE THE CORRECT
POWER BOARD IS USED
In this issue, we publish two pictures of power boards.
One – the heavy duty model - is suitable for use on construction sites.
The other – a domestic power board – is clearly not suitable for such
situations.
Electricians are advised to make sure the correct model is used at all times
on construction sites.
For full information refer to the Australian/New Zealand Standard AS/NZS
3012:2003 Electrical Installations – Construction and demolition sites.
Clause 2.6.10 on page 16 stipulates requirement for portable socket-outlet
assemblies.

ABOVE: An example of the power board which can be used
on construction sites.
RIGHT: An example of a power board that cannot be used.

POWERLINE PESTS – “SHOEFITI”
For some reason they are always sneakers: well-loved and holey, or
shiny white and new-fangled. Size 12s or giant clodhoppers. Shoes
dangling from powerlines, hanging by their shoelaces in the breeze,
creating a nuisance for lineworkers everywhere.
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In modern jargon this is called “shoefiti” (as in graffiti) and the
phenomenon is world-wide: if the shoes no longer fit, they are thrown
over powerlines.
In the US and Canada the shoes hanging from powerlines have become
the stuff of urban legend. The dangling shoes are said to mark out gang
turf or show the house of a slain gang member. Other rumours have
it that the shoes indicate a crack den or a drug dealer’s home base.
Shoefiti is so prevalent in the US that the Los Angeles police recently
declared war on the shoes, declaring them an urban menace intended to
generate fear, and organised a campaign to eradicate them from their city.
In Australia the dangling shoes don’t have such sinister connotations.
By most accounts shoefiti is an adolescent prank here – one that’s been
around for at least 60 years. The practice has a viral quality: when you see
one pair appear near you, you can bet that another pair will show
up shortly somewhere nearby.
What shoefiti represents to our poles and wires companies is an
unnecessary risk to the safe reliable supply of electricity and an
annoyance to our highly skilled lineworkers who have to remove
them carefully and safely.
“Although it’s not significant here, we still have to be vigilant about
it and take it seriously,” said Damien Batey of CitiPower and Powercor.
“It’s still a dangerous practice.”
Although more pairs of shoes land on the lower voltage powerlines than
the higher, shoes on powerlines can potentially cause conductor clashing:
depending on their weight, shoes can affect the sway of the powerlines
so a clash can occur, creating sparks and increasing the risks of bushfires
below the powerlines.

ABOVE: The scourge of asset owners – shoes hanging on the powerlines!

“We don’t like anything that impacts our ability to deliver a reliable
supply and it’s a hassle for our crews to attend to that sort of work,”
said Damien. “I’m not sure what sort of entertainment value people get
out of it. We certainly encourage customers to pick up the phone if they
see shoes on powerlines. If we caught people in the act we’d certainly
point them in the right direction of the law.”
Inspiring powerline pests?
The 2002 American teen movie Like Mike, produced by the NBA, tells
the story of 14-year-old orphan Calvin whose shoes are stolen and thrown
over dangerous electricity cables. When Calvin tries to retrieve them he
gets a severe electric shock. It doesn’t bring him harm, but gives him the
talent of the player who originally owned the shoes and Calvin becomes
a superstar basketballer – just like Michael Jordan, of course.

EXTERNAL GAS APPLIANCES
HOW TO FIND
INSTALLED IN COMMERCIAL CAR PARKS GASFITTING NOTICES
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ON THE ESV WEBSITE

There is a growing trend to install external
appliances in communal car parks located
at ground level in multi-storey buildings.

Gasfitting Notices can be printed from our web
site at www.esv.vic.gov.au

Depending on the location of the appliances
and the ventilation provided, some of these
installations could be acceptable and others
not. The matter is currently under consideration
by the AS 5601 committee as appliances
designed for external installation are not
permitted internally.
Until further notice, if it is intended to install
an external appliance in a car park, contact
should be made with ESV (gas) during the
design stage. Installers should also clarify
the situation with the local gas inspector
prior to commencing work.
Note that this information is relevant only
to communal car parks and not domestic
premises, etc.
ESV may require a risk analysis to be carried
out to ensure that products of combustion
will be dispersed safely and will not enter
the building or cause a nuisance.
Consideration should be given to the following:
–	Can an external location be made available?
– Can a flue system be utilised?

1. Go to our home page
2. Locate “Working with Gas Safely”
3. Click on “Working with Gas”

If not then:
–	The car park is to be completely open
on opposite sides.
–	The appliances will be located in the
cross-air flow.
–	The appliances will not be located near
stairwells, lifts or other openings into
the building.
–	The total input of the appliances will
not exceed 3MJ/m3.
Consumer piping in a car park
Remember that a car park is deemed to be
a building and polyethylene or UPVC cannot
be used within it or underground.

SECOND-HAND GAS-FIRED ROTARY
LAUNDRY DRYERS
ESV has ongoing concerns regarding the
standard of second-hand gas-fired rotary
laundry dryers following an evaluation
of incidents and installation practices.
Gas Information Sheet No 21 was issued
to outline certain installation requirements
The requirements apply to the acceptance
of all second-hand rotary laundry dryers
including–	those that are certified, or previously
certified, by the Australian Gas Association,
including the Tier 2 scheme; and
–	those not previously certified or otherwise
accepted by ESV.
Dryers not previously accepted may have
been imported from overseas or interstate.

Some may have been installed in LP Gas
installations which until recently were not
subject to ESV control or inspection.
The requirements apply when any second-hand
rotary dryer is being installed. ESV will only
apply these requirements to existing installations
considered to be unsafe (as evidenced by an
incident or near miss). New dryers must be AGA
certified.
It is ESV policy that all second-hand rotary
dryers be inspected when installed. Info Sheet
21 contains a check list of general requirements
which must be completed by the installer prior
to an inspection taking place.
If further information is required, please phone
the Gas Safety Technical Information Line
on 1800 652 563.

GAS IN HIGH RISE BUILDINGS
Special requirements apply to gas installations
in high rise buildings. It is advisable for an
appropriate representative of the developer to
contact ESV early in the design phase of the
building to discuss the proposed gasfitting
work.
Prior to the installation commencing, a ‘Start
Work’ Gasfitting Notice must be submitted.
Contact should then be made with ESV to
arrange a site meeting and an inspection plan.
Progressive inspections are usually required.

4.	The page below opens and on the right hand
side there is a link to the Gasfitting Notice

If your company is involved in high rise
gas installations, ESV can provide a group
information session. Contact Allen Peacock
Ph. (03)9875 5428 for details.
In addition, a Guide to Gas Installations in
High Rise Buildings is now available on the
ESV website at www.esv.vic.gov.au
If further information is required, please
phone the Gas Safety Technical Information
Line on 1800 652 563.

Handy safety hint. Tell your customers:
It is safe practice to wear rubber or plastic soled shoes when using electrical
appliances in laundries, on concrete floors, or out of doors

5. Click on the link and you will find a Gasfitting
Notice ready to be printed off.

ESV CELEBRATES BIRTHDAY
– AND SETS THE WAY AHEAD
So, ESV people have spent many hours over
and above normal work and duties preparing
and finalising the organisation’s five year
Corporate Plan commencing in 2006/07
and going right through to 2011.
Determining the way ahead for energy safety
and ESV, the plan focuses on the key concerns
and challenges which ESV needs to address
as part of its long term strategy to deliver an
energy safer Victoria.
Challenges include:
– Prevention of serious incidents and fatalities;
–	Ensuring that the energy safe legislative
and regulatory framework is current and
effective;

–	Ensuring that the merger of electricity
and gas safety and technical regulation
functions deliver acceptable benefits to
all stakeholders, including the general
community;
–	Addressing the skills shortage and
its impact on energy safety;
–	Improving communications with
stakeholders to enhance the need
to work safely;
–	Ensuring that ESV has the most appropriate
structures and processes to deliver best
practice energy safety outcomes.
After conducting a comprehensive analysis
of what ESV is required to achieve over the
next five years, seven key outcomes were put
in place – and appropriate strategies, timelines,
budgets and other activities identified to ensure
they are delivered.

1. M
 odern safety regulation –
effective, efficient and fair
2. B
 etter informed stakeholders
– improved consultation and
communication
3. Safe and reliable gas and
electricity supply systems
4. S
 afe and efficient appliances
and safe installations
5. S
 table, sustainable and skilled
industry workforce
6. E
 mployer of choice – a committed
team of skilled professionals
7. M
 ore efficient and effective
organisation – clear and consistent
practices
It’s a challenging agenda, but ESV is confident
of its successful delivery for the benefit of the
energy industry and the general community.

NEW DEMONSTRATION PLANT TO REDUCE
GREENHOUSE GASES FROM LATROBE VALLEY
Construction of a new brown coal drying
demonstration plant in the Latrobe
Valley is another step towards the
Bracks Government’s aim of lowering
greenhouse gas emissions, the Minister
for Energy Industries and Resources, Theo
Theophanous, announced recently.

Speaking at the official launch of the
Mechanical Thermal Expression (MTE) plant,
Mr Theophanous said the plant represented
the start of an exciting technology that could
dramatically reduce emissions from Victoria’s
coal fired power plants.
“Victoria relies on the Latrobe Valley for 90
per cent of our electricity thanks to massive
reserves of brown coal,” Mr Theophanous said.

“However, our brown coal has a very high
water content resulting in higher than normal
greenhouse gas emissions.

The MTE process was developed by a team
from the Cooperative Research Centre for
Clean Power Lignite.

“To ensure that our local power industry
remains sustainable, we have to find new ways
to reduce emissions from our brown coal power
generators.

“So far this technology has been successfully
demonstrated on a laboratory scale, and with
the construction of the demonstration plant,
we expect to see the first dried coal used
in early 2007,” Mr Theophanous said.

“This new MTE demonstration plant will heat
and squeeze the coal, removing more than 70
per cent of the water before it is used.”
Mr Theophanous said the Bracks Government
contributed $2.2 million towards the $6.3 million
MTE demonstration plant, near the Loy Yang A
power station. The Commonwealth Government
also contributed to the project with support
from the brown coal industry.

“I would like to congratulate the CRC team
on developing this innovative new process
and the role it will play in maintaining our
electricity industry.
“This is another example of the Bracks
Government working to establish new means
of reducing emissions from coal and meeting
Victoria’s Greenhouse Challenge for Energy.”
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ESV celebrated its first birthday in August.
While it is good to look back and reflect on
what has been successfully achieved, most
emphasis is now focussed on the future.

The key outcomes are:
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CONTACT DETAILS FOR ELECTRICITY
DISTRIBUTION BUSINESSES

energysafe

It is a common complaint of registered electrical
contractors that there does not appear to be
one central location to retrieve all the electricity
distribution businesses contact numbers.

energysafe is pleased to be able to address that concern
by publishing the following contact details supplied by the
distribution businesses themselves.

Publishing the list means RECs now have more effective,
efficient and convenient communication arrangements with
the five organisations.

SP-AusNet
New Connections
SP AusNet
535 McDonalds Road,
South Morang Vic 3752

Ph: 1300 360 795
Fax: (03) 9217 2773
(Abolishment requests only)
Email:
electricitynetworkconnections@sp-ausnet.com.au

Supply Extension
SP AusNet
Network Service Centre
Beaconsfield Ave,
Beaconsfield Vic 3807

Ph: 1300 360 795
Fax: (03) 9238 6447
Email:
network.servicecentre@sp-ausnet.com.au
Website
www.sp-ausnet.com.au/

SP-AusNet Faults and Emergencies
Powerline emergencies 131 799

Citipower and Powercor
CitiPower Connections
Address: 35 Rooney Street,
Burnley 3121
Fax: (03) 9297 6350
Email:
NewConnLNSP@citipower.com.au
Contact Centre: 1300 132 894

Connection Technical Advisors
Address: 35 Rooney Street,
Burnley 3121
Fax: (03) 9297 6350
Email: NewConnLNSP@citipower.com.au
Contact Centre: 1300 132 894

Powercor Connections
72 Roseneath Street,
North Geelong 3215
Address; PO Box 185,
Geelong 3220
Fax: 1800 062 242
Email:
PALNewConnections@powercor.com.au
Contact Centre: 13 22 06

Faults and Emergencies
To report faults please call:
Powercor - 13 24 12
CitiPower - 13 12 80

United Energy Distribution
Customer Service
Telephone: 1300 131 689
Fax: 1300 131 684
Email: recnew@ue.com.au

Websites
www.citipower.com.au/
www.powercor.com.au/

SIR Enquiry Contact Numbers
For any questions relating to Service
& Installation Rules interpretations or
clarifications within the UED area please
contact UED representatives between
8:00AM and 10:00AM Monday to Friday
as follows:
Moorabbin and Burwood 9552 2714
Mornington 5970 2210
Website
www.ue.com.au

UED Faults and Emergencies
Telephone: 132 099

AGILITY
Agility New Connections Dept
Ph: 1300 131 871
Fax: 9351 2223
Email: new.connections@agility.net.au
Agility General Enquiries
Ph: 1300 131 871
Fax: 9201 7077
Email: general.enquiries@agility.net.au

Agility Electrical Compliance Dept
Ph: 1300 855 824
Fax: 9351 2223

Website
www.agility.net.au/agility/default.htm

Agility (AGLE) Faults & Emergencies
Ph: 131 626
Fax: 9201 7278

Listing of Licensed
Electrical Inspectors
Letters refer to Licensed Electrical Inspector classes (refer to page
10 of the handbook entitled “The Certificate of Electrical Safety System
Explained” for further information). The information is correct to the best
of our knowledge, at the time of publication. Prompt advice of any change
of address details will ensure the publishing of correct information.

We believe this feature will provide LEIs with a number of benefits. Apart
from advertising electrical inspection work, it could also inform readers of
the range of other services offered by licensed electrical inspectors.

Disclaimer
The Licensed Electrical Inspectors advertising hold themselves out as
persons/companies having the expertise and competence to carry out
the advertised services. ESV does not endorse any advertiser or any
advertiser in preference to another.

LEIs might offer consultancy services covering such activities as the
design of electrical installations and acting as agents for registered
electrical contractors to lodge Certificates of Electrical Safety
electronically and electricity supplier work.

LEGEND
L:

Electrical wiring and electrical equipment
installed in installations comprising a
low voltage single phase, two wire supply
comprising consumers mains, a main
earthing system or those parts of a main
switchboard that are related to the control
of the installation and the protection against
the spread of fire;

LICENSED ELECTRICAL INSPECTORS
Name

Location

Classes

Telephone

Mobile

Simon Gordon-Addison

Belgrave South

G,S,R

0418 569 466

Les Hartland

Bendigo

L,G,H,S,R

0408 509 424

Keith Henry Harper

Blackburn

L,G,H,V,S,F,R

0428 436 774

Douglas John Hourigan

Box Hill South

L,G,S,R

0413 997 038

G:

Any low voltage installations other than
classes H, S, F, R and M.

Waleed Saad

Brunswick West

L,G

0412 531 564

H:

Electrical wiring and electrical equipment
installed in hazardous areas within meaning
of section 9.0 of the SAA Wiring Rules
and protection equipment associated with
hazardous areas.

Barry George Beaumont

Caulfield East

L,G,H,V,S,F,R,M

0419 358 642

Petru Margina

Croydon

L,G

0403 202 843

Anthony Lia

Essendon

L,G

0419 566 626

High voltage installations except
high voltage wiring and equipment:
(i) associated with electric discharge lighting
systems; or,
(ii) associated with X-ray equipment; or,
(iii) associated with high frequency
equipment; or,
(iv) within self-contained supplied
at low voltage.

Sam Sipala

Glenroy

L,G,S,R

0408 324 057

Michael John North

Hazelwood Nth/
Traralgon

L,G

0409 139 442

Pauline Marie Palmer

Hoppers Crossing

L,G

0418 534 917

(Sandy) A.J. McCrindle

Rosebud

L,G,H,V,S,R

0409 941 613

Rodney Alan Brown

Shepparton

L,G,H,V,S,R

0419 112 814

Gordon Horgan

Shepparton Echuca

L,G,S,R

0419 873 157

Steve Kon

Sunshine West

L,G,H,V,S,F,R,M

0412 283 037

Peter Taylor

Torquay

H

0407 947 193

Peter Graham Schuback

Traralgon

H

0419 742 090

Robert Henry McGeehan

Wangaratta

L,G,H,V,S,F,R,M

0408 145 598

V:

S:

Electrical control and protection equipment
associated with standby generation or
co-generation electricity supply systems.

F:

 lectric fences used for security purposes
E
but not including electric fences intended
primarily for the control or containment
of animals.

R:

Electrical installations comprising remote
area power supplies with a power rating
exceeding 500 volt amperes not connected
to a supply authority distribution system.

M:

Electrical; wiring and associated
fixed electrical equipment installed in
body-protected or cardiac-protected
electrical areas of hospitals and medical
and dental practices.

Inspection Companies
Engertrol Pty Ltd

H

(03) 9590 9377

Electrical Inspections Victoria Pty Ltd

All classes

(03) 9739 4216

TechSafe Australia

All classes

(03) 9574 6677

Explosion Protection Technology

H

(03) 9707 3110

0408 367 078

TRI Inspections

All classes

(03) 9795 0213

0411 410 319

Bilfinger Berger Services (Australia) Pty Ltd

All classes

(03) 9294 8300

Network Electrical Inspections Pty Ltd

All classes

Optec Pty Ltd – Gippsland (Morwell) Location

V

0403 624 100
(03) 5133 7174

0412 300 244

MORE ADVICE ON HOW TO AVOID POWERLINES
The three electrocutions involving trucks and powerlines recorded
in Victoria so far this year have also come to the attention of the
Work-related Liaison Service (WRLS), a new unit designed to assist
the Victorian Coroner and other safety agencies to find the best
information on work safety and ensure that industry is given this
knowledge in a timely way.

A new newsletter, WORKWISE – a combined publishing initiative
of the Victorian Coroner’s Office and the Victorian Institute of Forensic
Medicine – includes a number of comments and recommendations
from the Coroner relating to the death.

Cont’d Page 32
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Notes
These inspectors/companies are the ones that have provided permission
to ESV to release their details.

This directory page listing of Victorian licensed electrical inspectors
has become a regular section in the magazine. One new inspector has
been added since the list was last published. If you are an LEI and are
not featured in the listing but would like to be included in future issues,
please contact ESV on (03) 9203 9700 or by email at info@esv.vic.gov.au.

ELECTROMEDICAL INSTALLATIONS –
BEWARE AS “IGNORANCE IS NOT BLISS”
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By ESV Senior Compliance Officer, Bill te Wierik
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RECs and LEIWs need to be aware of the specific requirements
of the Wiring Rules when carrying out electrical work in patient
treatment areas of hospitals and medical and dental practices.
Instances of RECs incurring financial loss have been noted by ESV
as a result of contractors treating such installations as accommodation
facilities when tendering for new work and failing to consider the special
requirements of AS/NZS 3003:2003 (Electrical installations – Patient
areas of hospitals, medical and dental practices and dialyzing locations).
Problems also arise when companies undertake to supply and install
fixed medical electrical equipment such as diagnostic imaging systems
and dental units without anticipating the extent of work required to comply
with AS/NZS 3003.
A major consideration of AS/NZS 3003:2003 concerns electric shock
hazards to patients and medical personnel. Other safeguards against
thermal, mechanical and radiation hazards must also be heeded. Another
important consideration is loss of electrical supply in areas where medical
electrical equipment is used to support or replace vital body functions.
Measures are required to maintain electrical safety by specifying the
class of medical electrical equipment and the wiring system required
for particular medical procedures. Of particular concern is the use
of medical electrical equipment with conductive ‘applied parts’ such
as ECG electrodes, or parts that enter patients.
Wet conditions
Particular electrical hazards exist because this equipment is often used in
or under wet conditions and applied parts are often designed to adhere or
remain in place with very low electrical resistance. Additional microshock
electrocution hazards occur when applied parts are introduced into direct
contact with the heart. Electrical installations, and the use of electrical
equipment in these areas, must be designed to prevent the likelihood of
macroshock and microshock electrocution hazards to the patient.
AS/NZS 3003 defines ‘patient areas’ as locations in hospitals and medical
and dental practices intended for the use of mains powered medical
electrical equipment, and locations in patients’ homes and other facilities
intended for dialysis. Such areas must be wired as ‘body-protected
electrical areas’ or ‘cardiac-protected electrical areas’.
Most socket-outlets and some medical electrical equipment must
be protected by ‘leakage protective devices’ (LPDs) in the form of
high sensitivity fast RCDs, or isolation transformers. The protective
earthing system in cardiac-protected electrical areas is arranged as
an equipotential earthing system and extended to include structurally
connected non-electrical fittings in the patient vicinity.
Patient areas
Patient areas include operating theatres and procedure rooms;
intensive care, high dependency and coronary care units; diagnostic
imaging units, radiotherapy rooms, etc, and any areas in which electrical
equipment is used for diagnosis or treatment. Within acute hospitals,
this usually includes wards and many other locations. Dental surgeries
and dialyzing locations must be wired to AS/NZS 3003:2003 wherever
they are located. Many areas in medical consulting suites and
physiotherapy and chiropractic practices must be wired to this standard.
Advice on whether a patient area should be wired as a body-protected or
a cardiac-protected electrical area is set out in AS/NZS 2500:2004 (Guide
to the safe use of electricity in patient care). Under this code of practice,

all patient areas should be wired as body-protected electrical areas unless
the owner of the facility specifies the need for cardiac-protected electrical
areas.
It has become apparent that many dental surgeries do not comply
with the requirements of AS/NZS 3003:2003 even though they are clearly
intended for the use of medical electrical equipment and should be wired
as body-protected electrical areas. Although many dental chairs and
dental X-ray units are connected to supply by plug-in means, this does
not relieve the installer or operator from strict compliance with this standard.
The ESV website www.esv.vic.gov.au contains information on the
application and installation of equipment using plug and socket devices
as the method of connection to an electricity supply. Fixed medical
electrical equipment must be installed by a Licensed Electrician,
irrespective of whether it is connected to the electricity supply by
a plug or permanently wired.
The Electricity Safety Act 1998 requires persons undertaking electrical
installation work for profit or gain to be Registered as an Electrical
Contractor and engage Licensed Electrical Installation workers to
carry out the electrical work. However, licensed electrical installation
workers who are regularly and directly employed in premises owned or
occupied by the employer, such as a hospital, are exempted from holding
Registration as an Electrical Contractor.
Many types of diagnostic imaging equipment, radiotherapy units, surgical
luminaires, etc, constitute fixed medical electrical equipment and must
be installed by a Licensed Electrician. Electrical contractors that wire
body-protected or cardiac-protected electrical areas under a contract
that includes the provision of a submain or final subcircuit specifically for
the supply of such equipment must take appropriate steps to ensure this
supply is not switched on until a certificate of electrical safety has been
signed for the associated and connected fixed equipment.

Cont’d from Page 31
The publication states that as part of its standard
investigation process, the WRLS has carried out
some initial research using the National Coroner’s
Information System which has identified 19 similar
truck and powerline cases throughout Australia
since 2000.
Comments and recommendations:
–	Asking appropriate authorities to check that
the prescribed clearances are being met;
–	Asking transport and delivery companies
to consider making deliveries of materials
to areas clear of powerlines;

–	Asking transport companies, and those
who receive goods, to carry out a hazard
assessment for all deliveries of bulk
consignments;
–	Asking delivery truck drivers to conduct their
own hazard assessments when delivering
material by tip truck;
–	Recommending that the licensing
requirements for the operators of trucks and
load shifting machinery include formal training
and assessment of risks associated with
loading and unloading of such equipment;

–	Asking relevant authorities responsible for
licensing rigid or heavy rigid motor vehicle
drivers to consider inclusion of a safety
training programme that deals with the ability
to conduct risk assessments when vehicles
are close to powerlines.
WORKWISE states that the three cases
highlight that despite previous recommendations
concentrating on the need to be aware
of the hazards associated with powerlines,
there appears to still be a number of issues
impeding practical application of prevention.

A Licensed Electrician who signs a certificate of electrical safety
covering the installation of fixed medical electrical equipment must
accept responsibility for all the associated electrical installation work
(and not simply for ‘connection to supply’) and must ensure that other
work carried out by non-licensed personnel does not compromise
compliance with AS/NZS 3000 (Wiring Rules) or AS/NZS 3003.
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In Victoria, the requirements of Clause 7.11.6 (Electromedical treatment
areas) of AS/NZS 3000:2000 where electrical installations fall within
the scope of AS/NZS 3003 are mandated, and compliance therewith
is required by the Electricity Safety (Installation) Regulations 1999.
‘Prescribed Electrical Installation Work’
The installation and alteration of this type of electrical work is considered
to be ‘Prescribed Electrical Installation Work’ and must be inspected
by an ‘M’ class licensed electrical inspector before use. The repair and
maintenance of an individual component part of the installation on a
like-for-like basis is generally deemed to be ‘Non Prescribed Electrical
Installation Work’ and does not require inspection – however, such work
may be subject to an audit.
Major changes in the current edition of AS/NZS 3003 include mandatory
colour coding of socket-outlets, provision of cleaning outlets in each
patient area, and restrictions on the type of leakage protection device
(LPD) used to protect any uninterruptible power supply (UPS). New
cardiac-protected electrical areas must employ ‘0.1 ohm equipotential
(EP) earthing systems’ and connection of EP junctions to multiple
distribution boards is now clearly specified.
The EP earthing system in existing cardiac-protected electrical areas
must fully comply before it can be altered to accommodate new fittings
(eg: new socket-outlets) or new equipment (eg: a new diagnostic imaging
system). Minimum lettering sizes are now specified for various marking
requirements. A new version of the standard is proposed for publication
in mid 2006 and will address certain anomalies and conflicts and clarify
the location of patient areas.
Inspection and testing of new body-protected or cardiac-protected
electrical areas must be completed and a certificate of electrical safety
signed before the area is handed over for clinical use. This also applies
before power can be turned on to alterations to electrical installations
in patient areas.

It is important that REC’s and licensed electrical workers avail
themselves of current editions of relevant Australian Standards.
Further information on electromedical installations may be sought
from ‘M’ class licensed electrical inspectors, consulting biomedical
engineers or Energy Safe Victoria.

System pro M compact®

The new complete range offering advantages for industrial, commercial & domestic applications.
Protect, switch, control and
monitor with the broad range
of devices from the new System
pro M compact family.
The modular installation system
offers innovative solutions for the
perfect, professional and multipurpose solutions you need.
These include:
Circuit-breakers
Surge protection devices
Switching devices
Control gear
Measuring instruments
Other additional devices
Various accessories

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For further information contact our
ABB
customer
service
onwith
1300
660 299
Protect,
switch,
control and
monitor
the broad
range of devices from the new System pro M compact.
The modular installation system offers the innovative basis for

COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE OR GASFITTING NOTICE?
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This information is provided to clarify the legal
requirements for gas installation notification
and to ensure that Licensed Persons and their
customers are not unduly inconvenienced
when a new meter fix or gas supply is sought.
In the next edition, certain examples will
be discussed to clarify regular enquiries
received regarding building types and Notice
requirements.

Class 1: One or more buildings which in
association constitute-

In this article:

b)	Class 1b – a boarding house, guest house,
hostel or the like with a total floor area not
exceeding 300m2 and in which not more
than 12 persons would ordinary be resident
which is not located above or below another
dwelling or another class of building other
than a private garage.

–	An explanation of building types on which
the requirement to submit a Gasfitting Notice
or a Certificate of Compliance is based.
–	A chart that indicates whether a Gasfitting
Notice or a Certificate of Compliance is to
be submitted.
Building classification (as per Building Code
of Australia)
Class of
Building

Brief Description

a) Class 1a – a single dwelling beingi) a detached house: or
ii)	one or more attached dwellings, each
being a building, separated by a fireresisting wall, including a row house,
terrace house, town house or villa unit: or

a building of class 1 or 2, which is a common
place of long term or transient living for a
number of unrelated persons includinga)	a boarding-house, guest house,
hostel, lodging-house or backpackers
accommodation: or
b) a residential part of a hotel or motel: or
c) a residential part of a school: or
d)	accommodation for the aged, disabled or
children: or
e)	a residential part of a health-care building
which accommodates members of staff: or
f) a residential of a detention centre

Class 2: A building containing 2 or more soleoccupancy units each being a separate dwelling

Class 4: A dwelling in a building that is Class
5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 if it is the only dwelling in the
building.

Class 3: A residential building, other than

CONT’D NEXT PAGE

Limitation

Max. Pipe Length &
Gas Consumption

Gas Meter Location

Notification

Standard Installations
1(a) *

Meters not grouped **

CC

2*

Single dwelling
Flats

Building not exceeding
3 storeys

Meters not grouped **

CC

4*

Dwelling in a building

Building not exceeding
3 storeys

Meters not grouped **

CC

5*

Office building

Building not exceeding
3 storeys

Not exceeding 500 MJ/h
or 50 metres

Meters not grouped **

CC

6*

Commercial building

Building not exceeding
3 storeys

Not exceeding 500 MJ/h
or 50 metres

Meters not grouped **

CC

–

Mobile homes

CC

–

Caravans

CC

Prescribed Standard Installations
1(a)

Single dwelling

Meters grouped **

CC & Gasfitting Notice

2

Flats

Building not exceeding
3 storeys

Meters grouped **

CC & Gasfitting Notice

4

Dwelling in a building

Building not exceeding
3 storeys

Meters grouped **

CC & Gasfitting Notice

5

Office building

Not exceeding
3 storeys

Not exceeding 500 MJ/h
or 50 metres

Meters grouped **

CC & Gasfitting Notice

6

Commercial building

Not exceeding
3 storeys

Not exceeding 500 MJ/h
or 50 metres

Meters grouped **

CC & Gasfitting Notice

Complex Installations
1(b)

Guest house

Gasfitting Notice

3

Disabled
accommodation

Gasfitting Notice

5

Office building

Exceeding 3 storeys

Exceeding 500 MJ/h
or 50 metres

Gasfitting Notice

6

Commercial building

Exceeding 3 storeys

Exceeding 500 MJ/h
or 50 metres

Gasfitting Notice

7

Wholesale premises
or carpark

Gasfitting Notice

8

Factory

Gasfitting Notice

Health care building

Gasfitting Notice

Institution

Gasfitting Notice

9(a)
9(b)
–

Mobile Catering
Vehicle

–

Marine Craft***
Notes:

*
**
***
CC

If a Type B appliance is to be installed, submit a Gasfitting Notice.
Meters installed in a common area. Not applicable to LPG cylinders/tanks.
Marine Craft not ‘in Survey’ (‘In Survey Craft’ are for business use and are regulated by the Marine Board)
Compliance Certificate.

Gasfitting Notice

CONT’D FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Class 6; A shop or other building for the sale of
goods by retail or the supply of services direct
to the public, includinga)	an eating room, cafe, restaurant, milk bar; or
b)	a dining room, bar, shop or kiosk part of a
hotel or motel: or
c)	a hairdresser’s or barbers shop, public
laundry, or undertaker’s establishment: or
d)	market or sales room, showroom, or
service station.
Class 7: A building which isa) a carpark: or
b)	for the storage, or display of goods for
sale by wholesale.
Class 8: A laboratory, or a building in which
a handicraft or process for the production,
assembling, altering, repairing, packing,
finishing or cleaning of goods or produce
is carried on for trade, sale, or gain.
Class 9: A building of a public nature a)	Class 9a – a health-care building; including
those parts of the building set aside as
a laboratory: or
b)	Class 9b – an assembly building, including
a trade workshop, laboratory or the like in a
primary or secondary school, but excluding
any other part of the building that are of
another Class.

SOME FREQUENTLY ASKED GAS QUESTIONS –
AND THE ANSWERS!
Q - Can a cylinder compartment in a caravan
be used to store other materials?

and chimney. Type 2 fires are designed
to be freestanding and have a flue connection.

A - A cylinder compartment must only be used
for the cylinder and its components. When
the cylinder is installed in the boot of a
caravan, the cylinder compartment is to be
partitioned from the storage section.

Q – What is the clearance from gas consumer
piping to electrical conduit in a trench?

35

A - AS 5601 (Clause 4.10.4) requires the
separation between underground consumer
piping and an electrical supply cable to be
at least -
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Class 5: An office building used for professional
purposes, excluding buildings of Class 6, 7, 8,
or 9.

Q - Can a soft soldered joint be used on a
caravan installation?
A - Soft soldered joints are not acceptable on
any gas consumer piping.
Q - I am installing a emergency gas shut-off
system in a school science room, are
there any requirements?
A - You should arrange for a sign adjacent to
the push button indicating its function and a
reset procedure.
Q- I am confused as to what a decorative gas
log fire is.
A -	Decorative gas log fires are certified under
AS 4558. Space heaters, some of which
have a decorative gas log effect, are certified
under AS 4553. The data plate or installation
instructions will indicate which standard
applies.
Type 1 dec log fires comprise a burner
and controls for installation into a fireplace

GAS FAQ ERROR

a)	Class 10 a – a non-habitable building being
a private garage, carport, shed or the like: or

There was an error in the FAQ that related
to Type A appliances and the requirement
to lodge a Certificate of Compliance if the
repair is greater than $500. This reference
appeared on page 13 in issue 3 (summer/
autumn) of energysafe.

b)	Class 10 b – a structure being a fence, mast,
antenna, retaining or free-standing wall,
swimming pool, or the like.

The error is in the last line of the FAQ indicating
that a Type B appliance requires a Gas Fitting
notice to be lodged with ESV.

Class 10: A non-habitable building or structure -

a) 	100mm where the electrical supply cable
is indicated along its length with orange
marking tape and it is provided with
mechanical protection: or
b) 3
 00mm where the electrical supply cable
is neither indicated nor protected in
accordance with (a)
See AS 5601 for more details of separation
requirements.
Warning! From time to time, Energy Safe
Victoria receives Gasfitting Notices signed
by registered persons. Remember that
only licensed persons can sign a notice.
Unauthorised signing is an offence and, on
conviction, significant fines can be imposed.
Just a reminder too that Compliance
Certificates are not applicable to Type B
appliance work.
The Gas Safety Act only requires a Gas Fitting
Notice to be lodged if there is a new installation
or modification or relocation of a Type B
appliance. It does not relate to any cost limit.
Certificate of Compliance (CoC) is a Plumbing
Industry Commission requirement under the
Building Act 1993 Section 221ZH specifying that
a CoC is to be issued with most plumbing work
that exceeds $500. Section 221ZG… specifically
excludes “complex installations” which is what
ESV deals with.

THERMAL IMAGING
new

IRI 4010

……take away the guess work with
high resolution and affordability
………IRI 4010
The IRI 4010 is an innovative hand held
thermal imager which offers outstanding
imaging and temperature measurement
performance together with the traditional
IRISYS features of flexibility, ease of use
and minimal cost.
• Measures temperature at any point
• High resolution 160 x 120 image
• Simple operation
• Large 3½” displayed IR image
• Analysis software
• Lightweight

under $14K

Maintenance Systems Consolidated Pty Ltd

including software

Ph 03 9761 5088 Email: sales@maintsys.com.au Web: www.maintsys.com.au

Working “live” on switchboards and
electrical installations can be very dangerous.
Think of your fellow workers and in particular,
your families. Electrocutions and injuries can be
just as devastating for others as they can be for you.
Don’t risk it

